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This study traces the history of the use of legal resources to 
control alcohol consumption among the Alaska Native population 
from the period of Russian domination through the first decade of 
statehood. The study comprises two parts: the first provides an 
overview of the history of legal controls on alcohol throughout 
the state and the second, an in-depth examination of alcohol-
related legal issues in Bethel and the surrounding region in the 
decade immediately following statehood. The material presented 
in the first part forms a background against which the particu-
lars of the Bethel discussion can be seen more clearly. Through-
out the study certain patterns which characterize the legal 
history of alcohol control in Alaska are delineated and analyzed. 
The overview provided in the first portion depends heavily on 
government documents from the periods concerned, especially 
reports of territorial governors, and on other secondary sources. 
The material used in the Bethel discussion stems primarily 
from village council records. The availability of these original 
sources from the Bethel region for the period immediately follow-
ing the enactment of statehood has facilitated the in-depth exam-
ination of this period in the history of legal controls. 
The original research for this study was done from 1980-82 
under a Federal NIAAA Grant Cl H84 AA03183-01). The present 
work, which represents a condensation and reworking of the origi-
nal material, has been done under a grant from the Alaska 
Historical Commission for inclusion in the series of historical 
studies sponsored by the Commission. 
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PART I 
A recurring effort to deploy legal resources to control 
alcohol use among the Native population patterns the legal 
history of Alaska from the period of Russian domination to today. 
According to a leading commentator (Cohen, 1982:307), federal 
control of liquor "has historically been one of the most compre-
hensive federal activities in Indian affairs." It has served as 
a mechanism for governing Native affairs when courts were not 
prepared to grant such authority in other domains to federal 
agents, territorial officials or state officials.l 
Thus, the Indian alcohol-control issues have served govern-
ments well as pretexts for exercising jurisdiction over indige-
nous populations, both as individuals and groups, even when these 
same governmental agents admit to the failure of their enunciated 
policies. 
In Alaska this theme has been repeated. However, the Alaska 
situation includes several secondary themes which tie policy and 
practice more closely to state history. First, in a time of 
Congressional neglect, a neglect which in the early territorial 
years left Alaska without legal structure and in the later terri-
torial years was marked by jurisdictional infighting, the Alaska 
Native alcohol problem provided a ready excuse for requests for 
Congressional appropriations. It also provided the rationale for 
territorial appointees and the legislature to incorporate Alaska 
Natives into their legal domain. 
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While the Alaska territory was in its entirety a federal 
colony, subunits of the federal government fought for jurisdic-
tional authority over this significant portion of the Alaska 
population. Examples of that infighting were the creation of 
formal tribal governments within the territory under the Indian 
Reorganization Act and an attempt to create statutory reserva-
tions on which tribes could govern with certainty. This process 
secondarily empowered tribal governments to prohibit the use and 
manufacture of liquor or hootch. This was accomplished, however, 
as a byproduct of a struggle among other governmental authori-
ties. 
A second theme patterning Alaska history is the impact on 
Native populations of legal controls upon alcohol use. Alcohol 
control law was the single legal experience of many Alaska 
Natives. Prohibitionary controls upon drinking may have curbed 
some drinking abuses, but no law enforcer ever claimed success in 
this regard within the targeted Native populations. What is 
clear is that the coupling of an atmosphere of legal prohibition 
with the role models of non-Native frontier alcohol abuse poorly 
socialized generations of Natives to live with alcohol. 
According to early, and anecdotal, reports from Alaska and 
Canada, northern Natives did not easily acquire a taste for alco-
hol (Hunt, 1975), yet a market for liquor emerged, nonetheless, 
developed by whalers, fur traders, fish processors, prospectors 
and the military, who exchanged liquor for labor, sex, fish and 
furs (Oswalt, 1979:293). 
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In time, home brew, described as deadly by commentators of 
the time, supplemented manufactured liquor available to the 
Native population. Accompanying the introduction of liquor to 
the Native population was an introduction to standards of drink-
ing behavior as displayed by the ordinary sailor or prospector. 
The examples of drinking binges witnessed by the Native popula-
tion undoubtedly contributed to the formation of Native attitudes 
toward alcohol. Aggressive drinking behavior which could result 
in violence was common and appeared to be countenanced by the 
white society. 
Futile attempts at legal alcohol controls thus set the stage 
for new abuse that justified new attempts by non-Native legal 
regimes to set controls in place. 
THE RUSSIAN PERIOD 
In the period of their control of Alaska the Russians insti-
tuted a system for supplying alcohol to the Aleuts and Eskimos 
under their domain (Hunt, 1975). Thomas Murton (1965:ix) reports 
that the Russian-American Company had a policy of selling rum to 
the Na ti ves in exchange for trade adv an tag es. . Under Company 
policy liquor for Aleuts engaged in the harvesting of fur seals, 
an important component in Company trade, was rationed and the 
manufacture of home brew prohibited. The effect of this policy 
was to secure Native dependence upon Company alcohol stores 
(Crain, 1957). 
[V]odka was a general palliative in the colonies, a 
weakness the authorities exploited, at least during the 
early years. As in all other commodities, the Company 
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enjoyed a liquor monopoly; article II of the employment 
contract sought to prevent both the purchase of liquor 
from foreigners and its distillation at home. 
But in no way did this reflect a general prohibition 
attitude, for the Company was quite willing to sell 
liquor to its workers. Far from discouraging liquor 
consumption, alcohol was employed to get and to keep the 
employees in debt and hence to bind them to service in 
Russian America (Crain, 1957:117-118) 
It was during the Russian period, in the 1830s, that American 
crews began to regularly exchange liquor, tobacco, fire arms and 
ammunition for whalebone ivory and sexual favors. 
THE MILITARY PERIOD 
From the Treaty of Cession in 1867 to the passage of the 
First Organic Act of 1884, Alaska was without its own civil 
government. Law was determined unofficially by miners' meetings 
and officially and unofficially by the military and the collector 
of customs. It is apparent that the struggles over jurisdiction 
in many areas which have patterned Alaska history stem from these 
earliest territorial days. 
The Congressional Act of 1868 made Alaska a ~ustoms district, 
giving the President authority to regulate importation and sale 
of distilled spirits. This legislation served to make official 
those policies of action with regard to liquor which were already 
being pursued. As early as 1867, the Revenue Cutter Lincoln 
under Captain W.A. Howard, had been directed by the Secretary of 
the Treasury to proceed to "Russian America." Howard reported, 
concerning his actions: 
As I have received no instructions in regard to the 
course to be pursued toward these incendiaries, I shall, 
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when our flag has been hoisted over the territory, 
destroy all liquors brought into it for traffic, and 
send the vessels away, if under American colors; if any 
other nation, seize and send them to the nearest port 
for adjudication. I hope this course will meet the 
approbation of the department. Until laws or regula-
tions are perfected for the government of this territory 
I shall consider it as an Indian reservation, so far as 
liquors are concerned (Murton, 1965:ix). 
Customs laws and general United States statutes governing Indian 
lands were the only official laws applied to Alaska until 1884. 
In 1872 Congress passed special legislation extending the Indian 
liquor laws to the territory. 
The U.S. military, although uncertain over its jurisdiction, 
joined with customs officials to enforce regulations. Forts were 
established near larger tribes and patrols of southeastern 
coastal regions were begun. 
The Army was somewhat reluctant to proceed with enforcement 
of law. Its jurisdiction over offenses other than liquor 
offenses was dubious; when it had transmitted cases to Oregon for 
trial, it had met with dismissals for failure to present defend-
ants for trial before civilian judges within five days. 
Nevertheless, Alaska troops were dispatched to Sitka in 1874 to 
arrest anyone selling intoxicating liquor, and the collector of 
customs at Wrangell was arrested (Nichols, 1924/1963:15). 
Combined efforts by the military and customs to control 
liquor commerce continued until around 1877 when all military 
posts were closed. 
Ironically, the presence of the military had exacerbated the 
alcohol problem in the territory because the soldiers introduced 
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home brew, or hooch. Wheeler notes: 
For the soldiers on liberty there was very little to do. 
Worse, liquor was forbidden in the district. This put 
quite a strain in the soldier's ingenuity but they 
proved themselves equal to the challenge. The Indians 
had been brewing an innocuous beverage made with bark 
and berries for generations; now the soldiers taught 
them how to beef up this bland stuff with molasses and 
yeast and then distill it. The result was a skull-
splitting concoction that was called hoochinoo (a shor-
tened form of which soon attained a place in American 
slang) (Wheeler, 1977:60). 
Murton quotes Henry C. De Ahna on the situation in the white 
enclave of Sitka: 
The state of things in Sitka is just as bad and dis-
graceful a state as can be imagined; there is no law or 
order of any kind, and no means to enforce either. In 
the town every other house is a clandestine distillery; 
and in the Indian village every habitation is one. The 
prohibition of liquor importation has no other result, 
so far, but that of changing drunkards of ordinary 
stamp, Indians as well as whites and half-breeds, into 
actual raving maniacs. Their home manufactures liquor 
(ouchenue) is almost equal to rank poison, and much 
worse in its effects than would be produced by the 
drinking of high wines direct and hot from the mouth of 
the still (Murton, 1965:38). 
Although the Treasury Department regulations did not origi-
nally pertain to home brew, customs officials nevertheless became 
concerned with the manufacture and sale of locally brewed liquor 
(Nichols, 1924/1963). Customs officials seized stills and locked 
up off enders in abandoned military stockades (Nichols, 
1924/1963:12). However, such efforts were determined to be 
extralegal by the Secretary of the Treasury (Nichols, 
1924/63:12). 
The departure of the military in 1877 left customs officials 
with the task of policing the territory. 
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THE NAVY AND THE MISSIONARIES 
In the period following the departure of the army, Sheldon 
Jackson, the influential Presbyterian minister, lobbied educa-
tors, churches and the Congress to provide civil government for 
the territory and to enforce liquor prohibitions. 
His efforts paralleled those of various temperance movements 
and eventually resulted in the use of the Navy in enforcing 
importation prohibitions. 
Navy officers, however, were not officially designated as 
enforcers of these prohibitions. Moreover, as Lt. Beardslee 
discovered when he arrived with the revenue cutter Jamestown at 
Sitka in 1879 most of the liquor in the district was being manu-
factured by Indians and not smuggled (Murton 1965: 56). 
Beardslee's replacement, Captain Henry Glass, sent four prisoners 
to Oregon for trial for illicit distillation of spirits. Three 
received sentences of a year in prison. 
Teachers and missionaries joined the Navy in battling the 
smugglers and hooch manufacturers in coast villages throughout 
Alaska. Captain Glass, supporting the missionaries, required 
Indian children to attend schools in which temperance was 
preached. Headmen of villages were fined or imprisoned when 
children failed to attend (Murton, 1965:58). 
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THE FIRST ORGANIC ACT 
The First Organic Act in 1884 finally established a civil 
government in the Alaska territory. The legislation provided the 
territory with a governor, district judge, district attorney, 
clerk of the court, U.S. marshall, four deputy marshalls and four 
U.S. commissioners. In addition, Section 14 of the Act es tab-
lished the legality of prohibition (37 Stat. 512): 
[T]he importation, manufacture, and sale of intoxicating 
liquors in said district except for medicinal and scien-
tific purposes is hereby prohibited under the penalties 
which are provided in section nineteen hundred and 
fifty-five of the Revised Statutes for the wrongful 
importation of distilled spirits. 
The Act marked a successful culmination of the missionary 
effort to ban manufacture and importation of liquor. However, 
despite the legal basis for prohibition established under the 
Organic Act, the manufacture and sale of liquor became an even 
greater problem as the white minority population grew with the 
influx of successive waves of miners. Sixty thousand gallons of 
smuggled Canadian liquor flowed into the territory in 1898 
(Nichols, 1924/1963:160). 
Steamship, brewery, and saloon interests ranged th ems elves 
against temperance and religious organizations in lobbying 
Congress on territorial liquor issues. 
Enforcement of the prohibition regulations established by the 
1884 legislation proved difficult. The four U.S. Commissioners 
and four deputy marshalls responsible found themselves at the 
mercy of the Alaska Commercial Company. When the deputy at 
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Ounalaska on the Aleutian Chain, 2,000 miles from Sitka, ran 
afoul of company employees, he was denied goods and provisions by 
the store and forced to resign (Murton, 1965:73). The same 
deputy charged the agents of the company with trading rum and 
liquors to Natives in exchange for furs (Murton, 1965:76). This 
charge would be made against traders and their agents throughout 
Western Alaska. 
Lack of transportation for marshalls and customs collectors 
gave free reign to traders west and north of Juneau. The second 
governor reported in 1890: 
The temptation for unprincipled men to engage in 
smuggling intoxicating liquor and opium into this 
Territory is very great; and yet the collector of 
customs upon whom is laid the duty of preventing it, has 
been furnished only a single rowboat with which to 
patrol and guard 3,000 miles of coastline (Governor 
Knapp, quoted in Murton, 1965:85). 
In 1891 Attorney General Miller refused a request for a 
second rowboat (Murton, 1965:86). 
The absence of resources - money, transportation and supplies 
- for enforcement reflects the influence of commercial interests, 
particularly the Alaska Commercial Company, which by 18 7 5 had 
twenty-three trading posts along the coasts and used both liquor 
and rifles for trade with the Native and white populations. 
From the beginning the prohibition regulations were enforced 
more diligently against Natives than against the white popula-
tion. The prevailing opinion was that Congressional intent had 
been to enforce prohibition among Natives and not among whites. 
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Grand and petit juries empaneled from among white citizens 
refused to indict whites charged with selling to whites, but sale 
to Indians was treated as an offense (Nichols, 1924/1963:106). 
When a missionary near Juneau was shot while attempting to 
prevent the landing of liquor, "the court found him to have been 
guilty of piracy in boarding a ship without authority, and 
dismissed those responsible for his death, with fines for giving 
liquor to an Indian" (Nichols, 1924/1963:106). 
Where enforcement of territorial prohibition occurred, 
Natives and not whites were the targets: 
Officials in Alaska charged with the responsibility of 
enforcing this law, almost without exception, testified 
to the total lack of enforcement of it in so far as 
white men were concerned, the impossibility of enfor-
cement with the means at hand, and to the consequent 
demoralizing effect of such a law, "constantly, openly 
and flagrantly violated," upon law in 
general •... 
The condition of affairs with respect to the liquor laws 
in Alaska as seen by the district attorney may best be 
stated in his own words, in the Governor's report: 
Some of these grand juries have been composed of 
the best representative citizens of the Territory, 
yet the sentiment is so universally against the 
enforcement of the present liquor laws that no 
indictement can be had and no conviction secured 
except where the liquor has been sold or given to a 
native (quoted in Spicer, 1927:54). 
A miners' meeting in 1896, reflecting the local vigilante 
justice which assisted ineffective law enforcement by U.S. 
Marshal ls, authorized sale of liquor to whites only (Murton, 
1965:142). 
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THE REVENUE CUTTERS 
Concern over the liquor trade and its effects on the Native 
population are reflected in the reports made by the captains of 
the revenue cutters patrolling Alaska waters. These reports were 
targeted at Congress and the temperance advocates who helped 
secure appropriations for cutter voyages. Captain C.L. Hooper 
reports the seizure of the American schooner Leo in 1880 near 
Kotzebue Sound. The ship was filled with cases of alcohol 
labeled "Bay rum," Jamaica ginger," "pain-killer," "Florida 
water," none of which were shown on the manifest (Hooper, 
1881: 21). The Inupiat Eskimos with whom he had contact 
recognized "that they would be better off without it, but freely 
acknowledged their inability to refrain from drinking, when 
liquor is placed before them" (Hooper, 1881:27). 
Natives at Point Barrow reported to Hooper that several years 
before, after a trader had brought in a large quantity of liquor, 
many had failed to hunt seal for winter use and had starved as a 
result. 
In his report Hooper described the liquor trade and offered a 
possible solution: 
The manner in which the whiskey trade is carried on is 
well known. Vessels clear from San Francisco with alco-
hol for the Siberian coast, giving bonds not to dispose 
of it on the American side, and on their return produce 
a certificate, signed by some of the ship's company, but 
purporting to be from some person at Plover bay or St. 
Lawrence, in Siberia, to the effect that the alcohol was 
landed at one of those places. In all probability they 
have not been within one hundred miles of either place. 
Even admitting that the liquor was landed as they claim, 
the result is the same; it is drunk by the Tchuktchis or 
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carried by them to the American side and sold. Other 
vessels clear from San Francisco with large quantities 
of bay-rum, Florida water, etc., which are sold to 
natives for drink. 
[M] any whalers, take in a supply of alcohol at the 
Sandwich Islands. In order to break up this illicit 
traffic, I respectfully off er the following recommen-
dations: That the collector of customs at San Francisco 
be instructed to refuse a clearance to any vessel having 
on board alcohol for the Siberian coast, as such com-
merce is in violation of the laws of a friendly power. 
A large portion of this whiskey, as before stated, finds 
its way to the natives of Alaska, either through fraudu-
lent action on the part of the traders, or by native 
barter. 
It is also respectfully recommended that all whalers 
clearing from San Francisco be notified that hereafter 
the laws relating to the introduction of fire-arms and 
liquor into Alaska, will be rigidly enforced. A revenue 
cutter should be detailed each year to cruise in the 
Arctic Ocean, until the illicit trade is entirely broken 
up. The vessel should leave San Francisco early enough 
to reach St. Laurence Island in advance of whalers and 
traders, and should follow them into the Arctic, keeping 
a close watch on their actions, and searching them 
thoroughly, whenever found within the jurisdiction of 
the United States. With the co-operation of the Russian 
Government, this contraband trade might be wholly 
destroyed. Active measures on the part of Russia would 
not be necessary; the concession to the United States of 
the right to search suspected vessels for contraband 
goods on the Siberian coast would be sufficient. I 
would respectfully recommend that some action be taken 
by our Government with a view to obtaining this 
concession. 
A glance at the chart will show the impossibility of one 
cutter protecting the entire coast of Alaska. The 
Arctic coast-line betwena Cape Prince of Wales and Point 
Barrow is some seven hundred miles in extent. This is 
fully as much as one vessel can attend to (Hooper, 
1881:63-64). 
In an 1885 report ·captain M.A. Healey noted his perceptions 
of the influence of alcohol on Eskimos. 
Naturally peaceful, of a kindly and hospitable disposi-
tion and seldom, if ever, quarrelsome when sober, under 
the influence of a small quantity of liquor they become 
demonic. The most brutal fights occur when they are in 
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this condition. Their long, sharp hunting-knives make 
frightful wounds, and their rifles are used without 
restraint and with deadly effect. In former years our 
surgeon has of ten been called upon to dress these 
wounds. On the bodies of several Indians [sic] I have 
seen marks of bullet wounds received in these drunken 
brawls, and the Amolek [leader] of the Diomeses, a com-
paratively young man, bears three deep scars which he 
proudly told me he had received in fights, and as 
proudly boasted of having killed two men while drunk 
(Healey, 1887:17). 
INDIAN POLICE 
Indian police were a fixture of rural law enforcement in the 
Alaska territory for at least twenty-two years. They were not 
unlike the earlier toyons appointed by the Russians from among 
the Native peoples to maintain authority through traditional 
leadership. 
In 1885, Swineford, the second governor of the territory, 
asked for thirty more Native police "for the promotion of 
cleanliness, sobriety and good order among the Indians, without 
which conditions first obtained, the work of the teacher and the 
missionary cannot be productive of permanent good." He noted: 
The Si tkan native policemen are exceedingly proud of 
their blue uniforms, and being the recognized chiefs 
among their people exercise a dual authority, which is 
universally respected and obeyed. Their authority is 
confined to their own village and to such an extent it 
is respected, so faithfully and diligently do they 
discharge the duties devolved upon them, that the manu-
facture of the vile intoxicating compound known as 
"hoochinoo" has been entirely broken up - ·a fact, I am 
informed which does not apply to any other native 
village in the territory (Report to the Secretary of the 
Interior, Vol. 2, 1885; Annual Report of the Governor, 
1885:920). 
Police were appointed where white contact was extensive 
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(Annual Report, 1904:3). The 1904 Governor's Report notes Indian 
police in Sitka, Haines, Wrangell, Ketchikan, Hoonah, Kasaan, 
Klawak, Metlakatla, Kake, Saxman, Circle, Tanana, Illiamna, 
Rampart and Bethel. In 1907, seven police were listed, including 
ones in Juneau and Petersburg (Annual Report 1907:25). At least 
one graduate of this system later became a liquor suppression 
officer (Letter from Governor Troy to Secretary Ickes, 1933). 
EXPANSION OF THE POPULATION AND NEW LIQUOR CONTROLS 
The expansion in population which accompanied the Alaska gold 
rush in the 1890s challenged the system of governance to reach 
beyond its former bases in Sitka and the Aleutian chain to encom-
pass the interior and the western coast. Congress was pressured 
to expand the judiciary and law enforcement and to provide Alaska 
with its own set of criminal laws. 
The rush of newcomers had an impact on the Native population 
in new areas of the territory. Jenness describes the impact: 
"Prospectors wandered into Eskimo settlements, hunted and trapped 
in hereditary Eskimo hunting-grounds and engaged Eskimo men to 
transport their supplies by boat and dog-sled" (1962:13). 
In miners' camps, the Natives "were mere hewers of wood and 
drawers of water; but they welcomed every opportunity for wage-
employment on tasks with which they were already familiar, and on 
mechanical jobs, such as operating marine and stationary engines" 
(Jenness, 1962: 13). King Islanders were longshoremen at Nome 
when the ships unloaded. Other Eskimos operated motorized 
schooners. 
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Contact with liquor followed contact with miners 
settlements, and the Native population witnessed 
drinking which prevailed among the white minority. 
and their 
the binge 
In 1897 President McKinley, taking note of the gold rush in 
his first address to Congress, demanded a system of local govern-
ment and at least two additional judges for the territory (Naske, 
1973:4). Legislation resulted, extending homestead laws to 
Alaska and introducing a code of substantive and procedural crim-
inal law. 
Accompanying the impetus to create criminal, and later civil, 
law in the territory were modifications in the federal position 
on liquor for whites. Senator Dolph of Oregon, recognizing that 
prohibition had effected no decrease in the number of saloons and 
breweries in the territory, introduced a bill which replaced pro-
hibition with high licensing fees. The legislation was supported 
by the territorial marshall, judge and district attorney (Alaska 
Legislative Staff Memo No. 14, 1956:7). The temperance faction 
opposed it (Nichols, 1924/1963:118). 
Under the new approach breweries would pay $5QO for a license 
and sellers would pay $2,000 in towns of over 1,500 people, 
$1,000 in towns over 1,000 and $500 in all others. The revenue 
was to be used for building schools and other public buildings 
(Wickersham, 1938:39). In 1909 the law was amended to reduce the 
license fees from $2,000 to $1,000, eliminate the graduated fee, 
and provide for $500 licenses for steamboats and roadhouses 
(Alaska Legislative Council Staff Memo No. 14, 1956:8). Liquor 
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revenues thus eventually became a mainstay of public funds and 
continued to be such into the late 1940s. 
Despite changes in the federal position on sale of liquor to 
the general white population, however, purchases by, or sale to, 
Alaska Natives, intoxicated persons or habitual drunkards con-
tinued to be prohibited by law: 
That if any person shall, without the authority of the 
United States, or some authorized officer thereof, sell, 
barter, or give to any Indian or half-breed who lives 
and associates with Indians, any spiritous, malt or 
vinous liquor or intoxicating extracts, such person 
shall be fined not less than one hundred nor more than 
five hundred dollars or be imprisoned in the peniten-
tiary for a term not to exceed two years. 
That the term "Indian" in this act shall be construed to 
include the aboriginal races inhabiting Alaska when 
annexed to the United States, and their descendants of 
the whole or half blood, who have not become citizens of 
the United States (Report of the Governor, 1909:41). 
Four years later the new territorial legislature passed a law 
making the act of giving or selling liquor to a Native a mis-
demeanor punishable by a fine of not less than $120 nor more than 
$500, or imprisonment in the federal jail of not less than 60 
days nor more than 250 days, with a fine and imprisonment of 
greater severity for subsequent convictions. Natives soliciting 
or attempting to purchase alcoholic beverages were subject to the 
same sanctions as the seller (Alaska Legislature Ch. 51, SLA 
1915). This last law outlived even national prohibition laws. 
It was repealed in 1953. 
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ENFORCEMENT IN THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY 
Continuing an established pattern, vigorous enforcement of 
liquor laws occurred only against Na ti ves and those whites who 
sold it to Natives. For example, at the height of the gold rush, 
only twenty-two of one hundred saloons in operation in Nome had 
paid the $1, 500 license fee (Wheeler, 1977: 148). On the other 
hand, both a 1905 grand jury and the 1907 governor's report 
recommended that giving or selling liquor to Natives be made a 
felony (Governor's Report, 1905:99). The 1905 grand jury report 
from Nome also requested that businessmen of Nome be requested 
not to give Natives any articles of food or clothing and that 
Nome Natives be relocated to larger villages away from sources of 
liquor (Governor's Report, 1905:99). 
The 1907 report stated: 
The worst enemy of the natl.ve is the whiskey peddler, 
and notwithstanding the efforts of the officers of the 
law to prevent this whiskey traffic, it has increased 
with the Indians' earning capacity. It seems therefore 
desirable that the sale of whiskey to the Indians should 
be made a felony, punishable by imprisonment in the 
penitentiary, and that a small appropriation should be 
made to secure the services of one or more men to hunt 
down this class of lawbreakers and bring them to punish-
ment (Governor's Report, 1907:12). 
Congress responded immediately with a $6,000 appropriation to 
employ special agents to enforce the liquor laws against Natives 
(Governor's Report, 1908:15). In 1909 it passed the felony sta-
tute so long desired (Governor's Report. 1909:10). 
Another appropriation of $12,000 allowed the special agents 
to obtain indictments against twenty white whiskey peddlers in 
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the First Judicial District (Governor's Report, 1911:19-20). 
Special agents appointed by the governor for the suppression 
of liquor sales among the Natives now joined appointed Native 
police in each judicial district. Although hampered, as was the 
work of U.S. marshalls, by distances and lack of funds and equip-
ment, their work would continue and be reported upon until 1933, 
when Indian agencies advocated their withdrawal. 
In 1914 the governor reported extensively on the liquor 
situation and the role of his law enforcement agents. 
ual 
In this connection it may be stated that while good work 
has been accomplished in the suppression of the liquor 
traffic, the activities of the special employees are 
more far-reaching in their effects than appear on the 
surface. Their presence and work in the different judi-
cial divisions where they are employed have a deterrent 
effect upon the operations of the worthless white 
"bootlegger" and upon the Indian who craves the liquor 
which the bootlegger furnis~es. Therefore these special 
officers, it may be justly claimed, prevent much illicit 
selling of liquors and the consequent debauchery which 
attends it. The special employees working under the 
direction of this off ice have a large area to cover, 
much of it by water, where transportation facilities are 
usually inadequate. This is especially true of the 
interior - in the Yukon, Tanana, and other valleys. The 
need of additional transportation facilities was 
recognized by a grand jury of the fourth division, 
sitting in Ruby, on August 22, 1914. The jury after 
commending the work of the special employee of that 
division, stated that he was "handicapped in the matter 
of transportation, as on occasion cases have been 
reported to him from a distance up or down the river, 
and he had to wait many days for a steamboat;" and the 
jury recommended "that an independent means of transpor-
tation be furnished him, such as a gasoline boat in the 
open season and a fast dog team, to consist of not less 
than seven dogs, for the closed season." These recom-
mendations I strong indorse (sic). 
The liquor laws applied to all Natives, despite the individ-
degree of acculturation within white society. Both the 
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Treaty of Cession between Russia and the United States and the 
Organic Acts drew a distinction between "civilized" and 
"uncivilized" Natives in Alaska (Cohen, 1942:403). "Civilized" 
Natives were either those persons immediately affected by the 
benefits of naturalization under the treaty or those members of 
"uncivilized" tribes who had voluntarily taken up residence 
separate from any tribe of Indians and who had adopted the habits 
of c iv i 1 i zed 1 i f e (In re Mi nook, 2 Alaska 200, 1904). 
"Civilized" Natives could become citizens and attend schools with 
whites; "uncivilized" could not. The territorial government also 
drew upon this distinction by providing in 1915 that Natives who 
had abandoned tribal customs and adopted the culture of the domi-
nant civilization could apply for citizenship (Territory Act of 
April 27, 1915 C 24, Laws of Alaska, 1915, p. 52; repealed by 
C 34, Laws of Alaska, 1933, p. 73). 
This distinction, however, was not made whe·n drinking laws 
were applied. A man was sentenced in Juneau for selling liquor 
to an Indian under the 1909 act. He appealed, arguing that 
Natives of Alaska who lead a civilized life should be able to buy 
liquor. The territorial governor argued in his 1911 report that 
if this view were upheld a new liquor law should be drafted to 
include all Natives once more. 
In 1913, the governor argued for expanded enforcement of 
liquor controls by his agents over the Alaska domain: 
While the present success achieved in the third and 
fourth judicial divisions has not been as great as could 
be desired, substantial progress has been made in dis-
couraging the illicit sale of liquors and the enforce-
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ment of the law by the presence in these districts of 
the Government agents. As a result of their work 
saloons which were notorious for furnishing liquor to 
"bootleggers" and natives have been denied licenses. 
Conditions on the lower Yukon River, in the fourth judi-
cial di visions, are not as satisfactory as could be 
desired, due to the great distances that the special 
agents must cover and the delays incident to transpor-
tation. A power launch should be provided for the 
patroling of the Yukon River between Eagle and Holy 
Cross, so that the special agent could move swiftly and 
without his departure from one place to another becoming 
known and the information transmitted to other law 
violators. These special agents should also be given 
the authority to search cabins, houses, boats, etc., for 
contraband liquor without having to secure a search 
warrant and warrants for arrest for those suspected of 
giving or selling liquor to natives. A special agent 
should be employed in the second judicial division, with 
headquarters at Nome, where during the open season of 
navigation natives go in large numbers from outlying 
points for the purpose of selling their furs and wares, 
and where it is comparatively an easy matter for them to 
obtain liquor, for which they spend the money which 
should be used to buy food and clothing. The special 
agents for the suppression of the liquor traffic among 
natives are under the supervision of this office (Report 
of the Governor, 1913:25). 
TEACHER MISSIONARIES 
The enthusiasm of teachers and missionaries for suppression 
of drinking as a prerequisite for "civilizing" the Natives drew 
them into active efforts at law enforcement. Along with requests 
for additional law enforcement to protect Natives £rom whites and 
to protect Natives from themselves, Bureau of Education Director 
Jackson had petitioned with success for his teachers to be named 
as rnarshalls (Report of the Commissioner of the Bureau of 
Education, 1980). 
By the Act of March 3, 1909, (Section 318 C.L.A.) the 
Attorney General was empowered to appoint, in his dis-
cretion, persons employed in the Alaska school service, 
under the Bureau of Education, who may be designated by 
the Secretary of the Interior as special peace officers 
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with authority to arrest, on warrant duly issued, 
natives of Alaska charged with certain violations of 
law, or white men charged with violation of law to the 
detriment of any native of Alaska, and provided further 
that such peace officers should also have authority to 
make such arrests without warrant for a crime committed 
or attempted in his presence, or when the person 
arrested has committed a felony, although not in his 
presence, or when a felony has in fact been committed 
and he has reasonable cause for believing the person 
arrested to have committed it. That law was passed for 
the special protection of the Indians and enforcement of 
the laws among them (Unpublished memorandum for Governor 
Parks on Power of Officer Appointed for Suppression of 
the Liquor Traffic Among Indians in Alaska, 1925:2). 
Teachers also moved to encourage their villages to 
establish village councils as vehicles for keeping order. 
Reports received in 1916 indicated improvement, but also 
the apparent integration of hootch into traditional ceremo-
nies. White officialdom desired an end to both ceremonies 
and hootch. 
Potlatching, or the making of gifts by the more opu-
lent natives to their less fortunate brothers, but who 
invariably expected an ample return of their benef ac-
tions, once prevalent, is rapidly passing, although the 
potlatch is still found in some of the less civilized 
communities. It usually takes place at the close of the 
fishing season or the beginning of winter, and it is at 
this time that the natives gather at a central point and 
spend many days in feasting, dancing, giving and 
receiving gifts, the hilarity of the event being greatly 
accentuated if a supply of whisky or "hootch" can be 
had. It is safe to predict that a few more years will 
witness the final passing of the potlatch (Report of 
United Sates Commissioner Charles J. Koen, St. Michael, 
in Annual Report of the Governor, 1916:29). 
As the foregoing reports from the field suggest, alcohol 
control among the Na ti ves served many purposes. It justified 
further efforts at civilizing Natives through the work of 
missionaries and teachers. It explained the failures of programs 
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already established. 
A report from the territorial governor, John A. Strong, exhi-
bits this perception: 
It seems that the aboriginal races of most countries 
readily acquire a thirst for intoxicating liquors, prob-
ably not attained until after the advent of the white 
man. Whatever may be the case among the native peoples 
elsewhere it is recorded that the Alaska natives were a 
sober people until after the advent of the Russians, 
from whom they learned the use of intoxicants, and with 
a keenness of imitation, having acquired the taste, when 
they could not secure the white man's liquor set about 
themselves to brew a liquor that would produce the 
desired state of intoxication. There are different 
kinds of these native brews, but alike in one result -
that all produce drunkenness and debauchery. In recent 
years there has been a marked decrease in the making of 
these liquors, called in the vernacular "hootch," 
"sourdough," or "cold" whiskey, "quass" or native beer. 
All are deadly and demoralizing in their action upon the 
native, physically and mentally. The native, as a rule, 
only resorts to the manufacture of this poison when he 
is unable to secure the whiskey or beer of commerce, the 
chief offenders being the denizens of remote villages of 
the interior, western and northwestern Alaska. 
Notwithstanding the continuous activity of the special 
agents employed by the Government under the direction of 
the department and this off ice for the suppression of 
the liquor traffic among the natives there are still to 
be found worthless white men and even some proprietors 
of saloons who are always ready to take the native' s 
money in exchange for bad whiskey. While these viola-
tions of the law are found in various towns, the most 
frequent infractions occur in the remoter sections; but 
in all places a marked decrease in the consumption of 
liquor by natives is noted. This is not wholly due to 
the operations of the preventive agents, although their 
work is efficient, but another cause is found in the 
fact that as education spreads among the Indian tribes 
they are enabled to see that the use of intoxicating 
liquors is the bane of their people and some of the 
strongest advocates of temperance and sobriety are found 
among them and the example set by those earnest men is 
having a most salutary effect (Report of Governor of 
Alaska, 1916:28). 
(This report, which presents a comprehensive view of prohibition 
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enforcement efforts in 1916, is included in its entirety in the 
appendix.) 
RENEWED EFFORTS AT TEMPERANCE 
In 1915 Governor Strong, who was also a territorial newspaper 
owner, encouraged his Ruby editor, Chester Snow, to introduce a 
joint resolution to the territorial legislature providing for a 
vote on prohibition throughout the territory. Passage of this 
resolution precipitated a further struggle between temperance 
supporters and liquor interests (Smith, 1973:174). 
Saloon and brewer interests argued that five of sixteen 
incorporated towns depended entirely on revenues generated from 
liquor licenses (Smith, 1973:179). However, the temperance fac-
tion, which included the Women's Christian Temperance Union, was 
well-organized, and heavy-handed attempts by liquor interests to 
turn editorial and popular opinion against prohibition had the 
reverse effect of building sentiment for it (Smith, 1973:179). 
By a 9,052 to 4,815 vote, proportionately uniform in all 
parts of the territory, white Alaskans voted in support of prohi-
bition (Smith, 1973:178). 
Evangeline Atwood writes that the mining camps voted two to 
one in favor of prohibition, supposedly disproving the campaign 
argument that workmen could not be obtained to mine the gold in 
interior Alaska if liquor was prohibited ( 1979: 310). However, 
what the vote may have proved in reality was the belief that the 
new prohibition would not be directed against white men. 
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Atwood describes many irregularities which may have contri-
buted to the lopsided margin: 
Military personnel stationed in the territory were not 
eligible to vote, yet they did; Eskimos and Indians who 
were not American citizens had voted; second di vision 
voters were not required to register, as they were 
elsewhere; individuals voted in districts where they did 
not have legal residence; technically, hundreds of 
ballots could be declared void, depending on who made 
the determination; if wholesale voiding of ballots was 
resorted to, it could be anyone's race (Atwood, 
1979:310). 
As a result of this vote a stringent bill - the Bone Dry Law 
- prohibiting manufacture and sale of any alcohol in the terri-
tory was passed by the U.S. Congress (Smith, 1973:178). 
During hearings on this bill, State Senator Sutherland 
explained the role of liquor suppression agents to Congress (U.S.· 
Congress, House Committee on the Territories, Prohibition of 
Liquors in Territory of Alaska, 1917:32): 
SENATOR SUTHERLAND. We have in Alaska a number of men whose 
duty it is to suppress the sale of liquor to Indians. They 
thus take upon themselves the power of detectives. They go 
anywhere to find violations of the law. They go to extremes 
in many cases in working among the Indians, and the Indians 
seem to feel that they are meddling with them. Nevertheless, 
in a great many cases they accomplish what they are supposed 
to accomplish. They find out these violations of law and get 
hold of those who are selling the liquor to the Indians. 
Now. I would have the power which is extended to them 
extended also to the game wardens and other officials. 
MR. CURRY. Does that mean the immigration officials? 
SENATOR SUTHERLAND. Yes. 
MR. JOHNSON. Would it go to the governor of the Territory? 
SENATOR SUTHERLAND. Yes; I think it would even include the 
governor of the territory. 
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This interchange reveals once again the dominant concern with 
enforcement of controls among Natives. It also is indicative of 
some of the ongoing struggle over jurisdictional questions. 
Reports from the years following the passage of the Bone Dry Law 
indicate that the pattern of selective enforcement continued: 
During the fiscal year there were 91 arrests made by the 
special officers for the suppression of liquor traffic 
among the Indians for violations of the liquor laws - 78 
convictions and 13 acquittals. Fines amounting to 
$8, 410 were collected, and jail sentences aggregating 
1,168 days were imposed. Other arrests were made by the 
marshals of the several judicial divisions and convic-
tions obtained which are not included in the above. 
Under an annual appropriation by the Government of 
$15,000, there are four special officers for the 
suppression of the liquor traffic among the Indians 
employed - one in each of the judicial divisions. To 
properly enforce prohibition this appropriation is abso-
lutely inadequate; the distances are too great, the 
expense of travel too heavy .•.. 
On the whole the Alaska 11 bone-dry 11 law has been very 
successful and its ben~ficial results are seen 
everywhere, particularly in the homes. Families for-
merly living in practical destitution are now well cared 
for and happy. I should like to see the law rig idly 
enforced, with, perhaps, an amendment which will allow 
the use of grain alcohol for medicinal purposes. 
Doctors advise me that had alcohol been available during 
the epidemics of influenza a great many lives could have 
been saved (Annual Report of Governor, 1919:64-65). 
The Bone Dry legislation in Alaska failed, as had previous 
attempts at prohibition, for many reasons. Authorities under 
different jurisdictions often refused to cooperate. Lack of 
cooperation by the Nome marshall had forced Governor Parks to 
close his agent's office. In addition, Parks related that when a 
prohibition officer had been sent to Nome a few years before, he 
had been arrested by local authorities. Moreover, when Parks had 
detailed a liquor suppression officer from another division most 
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of the cases he had made had been dismissed (Unpublished letter 
from Governor Parks to Carl Lomen, September 19, 1929). 
Another reason for failure was the calibre of suppression 
officers. One officer was accused by citizens of demanding kick-
backs from bootleggers. Indeed, his arrest record was very low 
in comparison with other officers (See Appendix). 
Reports from officer H.E. Seneff in 1930 and 1933 provide 
additional insight (See Appendix). Moonshine whiskey was manu-
f actured by Natives and by whites for sale to Natives in many 
places. 
The Indian like the white man throughout the Fourth 
Division has become adept in the ways and means of 
screening himself from the eyes of the law, hiding his 
illicit distillery in secretive places, where the 
officer would hardly be expected to visit or look for 
distilleries. The whiskey once made, is cached in 
secluded spots and not drawn on, until wanted for sale 
or drunken parties. These places being off of the regu-
lar route of travel and out of sight and ear shot, the 
officer in search and travel on hurriedly trip; (sic) 
will most likely overlook them (Letter from H.E. Seneff 
to Governor George Parks, July 1, 1930, p. 1). 
By 1933 sentiment in the territory was again against prohibi-
tion: 
Congress should speedily pass Delegate Dimond's bill for 
the repeal of the "Alaska Bone Dry Law." Public opin-
ion in Alaska is practically unanimously in favor of 
repeal. Twice the Territorial Legislature has attempted 
to repeal the Alaska Bone Dry Law, but local court deci-
sion held that the Territorial Legislature had no 
authority to legislate on the subject. To make the 
situation clear and definite there should be 
congressional action (Alaska Bone Dry Repeal, Ch. 2, 
S.L. of Alaska, 1933). Alaska Territorial Governor's 
Report, 1933:35). 
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Delegate Wickersham stated more bluntly: 
It's about time. Alaskans have known for two decades 
that their prohibition laws were a failure. Dry laws 
never did work in Alaska and I don't think they ever 
will. It's high time we repealed them," he repeated, 
giving the floor a hearty thump with his cane. 
Continuing, he said: "They tell me I can expect the 
saloons back any time now in Alaska, once the repeal 
movement gets underway. But what of it? Better have 
saloons than smuggling, bootlegging, and other evils of 
an unpopular, unenforced law" (Quote in Atwood, 
1979:369). 
Nonetheless, despite sentiment against continued prohibition, 
the territorial governor protested the phasing-out of liquor 
suppression officers. His reasons reveal the scope of the work 
traditionally performed by these agents. 
The purpose of this service has always been to keep in 
intimate touch with native affairs throughout the 
Territory, having in mind particularly the suppression 
of liquor traffic among the natives and the manufacture 
and use of liquor by the natives in the several divi-
sions. This requires much local knowledge of the 
Territory by the agent, who becomes acquainted with each 
village and its occupants and studies their activities 
and living conditions throughout the year. 
In addition to suppressing the liquor traffic, these 
agents are called upon by the Governor from time to time 
to report upon many special conditions, such as indigen-
cy; epidemics, which are not uncommon; sources and 
amount of food supplies; probable earning _power per 
capita of the various villages; disposition of their 
money earned; and in general to aid the Governor's 
off ice at any time and in any manner required. . . • 
The enormous unsettled expanses of Alaska contribute to 
long distances between villages and remote sections, 
from which we can obtain practically no reports except 
through these agents. This is also an important factor 
in their work and it is doubtful if any other branch of 
the federal or territorial service can furnish this 
valuable information to the Governor's office (Letter to 
Harold L. Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, May 27, 
1933b). 
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In the 1930s, however, movements to place Natives upon reser-
vations and to assert more directly the influence of the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs were emerging. Thus, the governor may have 
suspected that his single team of informants were being removed 
from his control in order to weaken territorial government 
control of Natives - again, an indication of the jurisdictional 
squabbles which pattern Alaska history. Moreover, his letter 
serves as an admission that the liquor suppression officer was 








repeal of the Bone Dry Law in Alaska, 
time with the passage of national pro-
al though that, too, was eventually 
BEYOND PROHIBITION 
In the mid-1930s, the Indian Reorganization Act was extended 
to Alaskan villages, providing a structure of tribal government 
for Native villages, a structure which included further legiti-
mization of the fining and jailing authority of village councils 
(Case, 1978:130).2 
The Law and Order Division of the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
encouraged Native villages to establish and enforce ordinances 
banning the use and possession of liquor (Interview with Roy 
Peratrovich, 1974). Such ordinances anticipated a plan to 
designate Indian reservations for Alaska Natives, a plan which 
was later aborted. 
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What is relevant is that villages continued to perceive them-
selves as dry and to enforce ordinances against possession or use 
of alcoholic beverages with the explicit or implicit blessing of 
federal Indian, territorial and, later, state officials long 
after the legal basis for doing so had been removed from the 
state statute books (Conn, 1980). It can be argued that they 
continued to possess such authority under Federal Indian Law (See 
Case, 1984). 
INFLUENCE OF THE MILITARY 
During the 1940s and 1950s, World War II and the Cold War 
resulted in new contacts between outlying Eskimo villages and the 
military. Commission of young men to the Eskimo guard and 
establishment of bases near the of villages had a major impact on 
the social life and behavior of young men and women. 
The situation in Gambell, a St. Lawrence Island Eskimo 
village only forty miles from the Siberian coast, was typical of 
this impact. Anthropologist Charles Hughes chronicled the 
situation in the early 1950s in An Eskimo Village in the Modern 
World <1960): 
One of the recurring problems to come in with the 
soldiers was that of liquor. For some forty years, at 
least, one of the most strongly supported village laws 
had been a prohibition against drinking by any native 
and even against bringing alcoholic beverages to the 
island. Much of the basis for this legal norm is said 
to come from bitter memories of the Great Starvation in 
1878. But with soldiers has come liquor, and, as a con-
sequence, progressively increasing breeches in the 
village liquor law, especially by some of the young 
people. The village council has had to step into the 
situation more than once to impose fines on or otherwise 
punish village members for procuring beer and selling it 
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to young people, both boys and girls. Moreover, the 
example of drunkenness set by soldiers is not easily 
forgotten as an illustration of one aspect of the white 
man's way of life .... 
IN THE TOWNS AND VILLAGES 
Increased economic opportunities and the establishment of 
federal bureaucracies there resulted in increased Native migra-
tion to the "hub" towns of Nome, Barrow and Bethel (ISEGR, 1973). 
In the towns Natives found liquor more readily available but 
were also subject to a pervasive racism and the control of Native 
and non-Native commissioners and U.S. marshalls. Joseph 
Senungetuk, renowned Eskimo artist, writes of his family's migra-
tion to Nome in the early 1950s in his autobiography, Give or 
Take a Century (1971). He describes the racism Natives 
confronted, which included segregation and job discrimination 
(Senungetuk, 1971:176). Both these manifestations of racism had 
been theoretically outlawed in the mid-1940s (Report of the 
Governor, 1945:2). 
Senungetuk mentions the embarrassment with which Native per-
sons read the names of friends and neighbors listed among those 
arrested for being drunk in public or disorderly. The Native 
focus of alcohol-related statutes served to reinforce the stereo-
type of "drunken Native" among both newly arrived Natives and 
whites (Senungetuk, 1971:125). 
In Bethel, cases of public drunkenness could result in jail 
sentences as long as six months (U.S. Commissioner, Bethel 
records). In addition, the Bethel marshall maintained a 
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blacklist of known drunkards. Those who sold to persons on the 
blacklist or who themselves were on the list and drank were pros-
ecuted. 
Villages continued to mete out their own justice, supple-
mented by periodic visits from the U.S. marshall and the terri-
torial police, who concerned themselves with supporting the 
councils and with arresting persons charged with violent crimes. 
However, in 1953 all prohibitions against sale to Natives 
were removed, and even before that time such sales had begun to 
be less vigorously prosecuted. 
The Gambell situation is illustrative of the change in law 
enforcement: 
In one case of a broken liquor law which happened 
during the summer of 1955, the council's principal move 
in handling the violation was to turn it over to the 
U.S. marshal on the mainland. This action cogently 
brought out a tendency that could be seen in many of 
[the village council's] decisions during the year - that 
of leaning on an outside authority for guidance and 
direction in matters over which it nominally has control 
(Hughes, 1960:300-301). 
By the time of statehood, Native Alaskans h~d legally held 
the right to purchase and consume l~quor for six years. 
Nevertheless, prohibitionist opinion continued to dominate the 
villages, and towns witnessed vigorous enforcement of laws 
against drunken behavior, particularly drunken behavior in public 
by Native people. 
The message of western law was that without its preventive 
effects nothing could be done. 
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Viewing the use of alcohol from a modern perspective, Foulks 
comments: 
Using alcohol rather than assuming some other symptom 
such as depression is of ten seen in individuals whose 
culture has conflicting values regarding the use and 
place of alcohol (Chafetz, 1969:1013). Many natives in 
Alaska overtly condemn the use of alcohol and at the 
same time demonstrate an unusual fascination and preoc-
cupation whenever the topic of alcohol is brought up in 
conversation. Thus, when one drinks, one does so with 
conflict and guilt (Foulks, 1972:126). 
The conflict and guilt which Foulks describes may have their 
basis in the disempowering effect of Western alcohol control law 
over a period of more than 100 years. 
IMPLICATIONS OF THE HISTORICAL REVIEW 
This brief review of the legal experience of Alaska Natives 
with liquor and the law illustrates a number of patterns. 
The issue of the alcohol problem of Alaska Natives and its 
control extends beyond defining the problem and determining the 
means of its effective solution. The issue in the Alaska context 
has served various interests as a pretext for acquiring resources 
and for rationalizing jurisdictional control over Natives. When 
community control of liquor could be incorporated usefully into 
this strategy, it was supported. When community control repre-
sented a conflict with the jurisdictional premises of a govern-
mental agency, it was rejected, or at least not officially 
accepted. When in place, prohibition was usually unsuccessful. 
Moreover, Natives were offered two role models as approaches 
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to the use of alcohol - one of drunken excess, as evidenced in 
the behavior of military personnel and other whites, and another 
of abstention, as practiced and promoted by teachers and mission-
aries. Craig McAndrew and Robert B. Edgerton note that "Indians 
of this continent took as their exemplars of alcohol's effect on 
comportment the drunken doings of the very white men who intro-
duced alcohol to them" (McAndrew and Edgerton, 1969:136). 
One particularly harmful effect of the Western legal approach 
to the use of alcohol among Natives was that the introduction of 
Western legal constraints prevented the development within Native 
law of means to contain drinking behavior. Alaska Natives were, 
in effect, taught that under the influence of alcohol they were 
incapable of controlling their own lives. It was implied, 
through the patterns of control and enforcement established over 
time, that only the presence of white legal authority could 
restrain Natives in the use of alcohol. This historical implica-
tion continues to be felt and continues to be problematic, as 
will be indicated in the second portion of this study - an in-
depth analysis of alcohol-related legal issues in the Bethel 
region in the years immediately after statehood. 
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PART II 
The review of the pre-1959 history in the first portion of 
this work reveals that the relationship between law, both off i-
cial and unofficial, and the Alaska Native population has, to a 
great extent, revolved around the issue of alcohol control. The 
advent of statehood brought yet more changes to the relationship, 
but, as had been true in the territorial period, the legal 
question of control of alcohol and its use among Alaska Natives, 
with concomitant problems of jurisdiction, continued to be pre-
dominant. 
This portion of the study will examine in depth the alcohol 
control problem in the Bethel region in the decade immediately 
following statehood and will analyze the implications of the 
alcohol control issue for the entire structure of legal authority 
in rural Alaska.3 
In particular, the role of the village councils in alcohol 
control will be examined. By the early 1960s the councils pro-
vided the mainstay of institutionalized social control within 
Alaska villages (Hippler and Conn, 1973; 1975). There were few 
police, judges or jails, and even where police were employed they 
were untrained individuals who served to bring persons before the 
councils (Angell, 1978). The state legal system was then repre-
sented by a single state trooper based in Bethel and by the state 
magistrate, Nora Guinn, who was also in Bethel. Prosecution 
attorneys, defense attorneys and judges with the authority to try 
felonies flew into Bethel periodically to serve court needs. 
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THE 1962 MEETING 
In September, 1962 representatives of eleven of the fifty-
seven villages in the Bethel region met to discuss many issues, 
one of which was the interplay between state law and traditional 
social controls as monitored by the village councils in the arena 
of alcohol control. This group and other representatives even-
tually formed the Association of Village Council Presidents. 
Excerpts from the minutes of the meeting reveal the liquor-
related problems of the period, the work of the councils in unin-
corporated communities and the limited capacity of the state to 
reinforce village control of alcohol: 
The meeting was brought to order at 9:35 a.m., September 19,· 
1962, by Mr. R. D. Hollingsworth, [Bureau of Indian Affairs] Area 
Field Representative for the Bethel District. In opening, he 
stated that this meeting was called by Peter Carter, president of 
the Eek Village Council, and welcomed each village representative 
present. He explained that a meeting similar to this had been 
held in Kotzebue, Tanana and Barrow and then proceeded to intro-
duce the officials attending the meeting: State Trooper Robert 
Redstone; Captain Mayfield, Alaska State Police; Mrs. Nora Guinn, 
Deputy Magistrate of the Bethel District; Mr. Hall of the Realty 
Office; Arthur Nagazruk, Tribal Relations Officer from Nome; 
Mr. Jenson from Juneau who assists villages in developing eco-
nomic projects; Mr. Charles O'Brien, Finance Specialist; and 
Mr. J. Lloyd Watkins, Education Specialist of the. Bethel Office. 
He stressed that these officials were not here to run their 
meeting, but to help them and give advice where needed. 
The Meeting was turned over to Peter Carter, president of the 
Eek Village Council. He stated that the objective of this 
meeting was to try and standardize the village council rules in 
the area. The first, and most important, rule to be talked about 
was the problem of making and drinking home brew in the villages. 
Second, fines - how much to be fined a person for the first 
charge, second, etc., and how many times they should be fined. 
He said that the enforcement of the village council rules has to 
be carried out by the village council members. He asked who they 
should call or write to when they need help. They were told to 
write to the State Trooper or Mrs. Nora Guinn, Deputy Magistrate. 
The meeting was then open for group participation and questions. 
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Steven Maxie, president, Napaskiak Village Council, stated 
that he liked the idea of trying to standardize the rules of the 
village councils and the fact that everyone is getting together 
to try to form rules that will help the whole area. 
Nile Smith, president, Hooper Bay Village Council, also liked 
the idea of standardizing the rules and regulations of all vil-
lages and stated that it will strengthen the rules and regula-
tions and help in the enforcement of them and will be good for 
future generations. 
Dan Akeralrea, president, Scammon Bay Village Council, stated 
that he had come a long way to attend this meeting and that it 
was the first meeting of this type that he has ever attended. 
The standardization of the rules and regulations of the villages 
has long been needed. He is anxious to return to his village and 
report to the other members of the council whatever he learns 
here this day. He mentioned that the council rules and regula-
tions should go along with the State rules. 
William Lomack, president, Akiachuk Village Council, said 
that he approved of this type of meeting and its objective. He, 
too, agreed that the rules should go along with the State to 
strengthen them. He mentioned that it would be necessary to see 
that these rules are applied and carried through. 
Captain Mayfield of the Alaska State Police in Anchorage. 
stated that he was pleased to see that the people were interested 
in rules and regulations to make this a better place to live. He 
is here, not to interfere, but to give these people present any 
assistance they may request. 
Peter Carter then read the rules of Eek for the other villa-
gers to compare with their own: 
1. If anyone from any other village should get drunk 
in town or making trouble, should be fined $10.00. 
2. Anyone making alcoholic brew without a license will 
be reported to the State Police. 
3. Anyone stealing or using somebody else's 




4. Loose dogs of six months should be tied down by the 
owner. If not tied up after told two times by 
the council, the dog will be shot. 
5. On school days the curfew will be at 9:00 p.m. 
Week-ends 10:00. 
6. If a man is drunk and makes trouble, will be stopped 
by the council and if he does not obey the council 
will be fined $10.00. 
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7. Children using BB guns will be fined $10.00. 
fine will be charged to the parents. 
8. Gambling prohibited. 
The 
Peter asked for comment on these rules. William Lomack, 
Akiachuk, said he was interested in the rule regarding the making 
of home brew. He wants to go back to Akiachuk with an 
understanding what this group has decided on the making of home 
brew in the villages. He mentioned the bad parts of home brew 
making such as stomach disorders and the various unnecessary 
trouble it causes. Nile Smith, Hooper Bay, felt that we should 
work on this problem first, particularly on the fine and the 
punishment. The fine should be set to coincide in all villages. 
He told of the rules in Hooper Bay pertaining to this problem. 
When a person is found guilty of making home brew he is first 
given a warning by the council. The second time he is fined 
$25. 00, and the third time the officials are called and he is 
reported to the State Police. Steven Maxie, Napaskiak, informed 
us that a new council had been elected on August 12 and that he 
was comparatively new as president of the village. The village 
has been going by an old set of rules and regulations and the new 
council is presently going over these old rules and adding new 
ones. He told the group what is done in Napaskiak when a person 
is found guilty of making home brew and is drunk from it. He 
stated that Napaskiak has had many of their villagers drown 
because of this problem. For the first offense the person is-
f ined. The second time, they work 8 hours a day for one week in 
the village. The third time, he is restricted to the village for 
three weeks and they work for three weeks on village projects. 
They are allowed to go to church and to the hospital only. If a 
man comes in from another village and acts violently, they ask 
for help from the State Trooper if they are unable to handle it 
themselves. 
Peter Carter stated that in Eek they also report to the State 
Trooper when drinking and home brew making laws are not adhered 
to. He asked for further instructions regarding the reporting of 
these cases to the State Trooper. 
Trooper Redstone told the group that the laws put down state 
that as far as making home brew, they can do nothing on it or 
stop them unless they make it for re-sale. If they drink it 
themselves, there is nothing they can do. [Emphasis that of 
author] 
Mrs. Guinn said that the villages, legally, cannot have an 
ordinance that will conflict with the State laws, but she felt 
that the village councils can make their own rules and make their 
own punishments as an unincorporated village. 
Captain Mayfield said that the villages can pass a law that 
would prohibit them from making home brew, but they cannot make 
rules that are more strict or more lenient than those of the 
State. Mr. Hollingsworth explained to Captain Mayfield that some 
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rules that the village councils make are enforced by the village 
council but not by the State. He asked that if they should have 
someone in the village who will not obey the council and his 
behavior leads into breaking a State rule, will the police be 
harder on him than they would be if they had punished in the 
village? Captain Mayfield said they certainly would 9.9. all the 
way and would refer him to the courts. They will take ones that 
the villagers have had no success in dealing with. Mr. Jensen 
asked if there was any State law relating to creating a public 
nuisance, or could be classed as such, in case a person insisted 
on making home brew. Mr. O'Brien stressed that they should be 
careful in making their rules in that they do not take away the 
rights of the people. The meeting was adjourned temporarily for 
a 15-minute coffee break at 10:30 a.m. [AVCP, 1962: 1-6] 
At this time the making of home brew was still viewed as the 
major alcohol problem in the Bethel region. Southwestern Alaska 
came to the commercial liquor trade much later than other 
regions. 
In the territorial period village councils had derived legal 
authority from their status as villages organized under the 
Indian Reorganization Act (Peratrovich, 1974) and from terri-
torial laws which permitted unincorporated village councils 
without commissioners to enforce public ordinances. U.S. 
Commissioners in Bethel and the liquor suppression officers 
working in the territory before 1953 had supported council 
authority as had the Moravian and Catholic missionaries in the 
.. region. 
In 1962, however, as the minutes of the meeting show, it 
became evident that the backing of state law was not the same as 
the backing of the earlier, territorial sources of legal 
authority. Even federal law seemed to offer no reinforcement of 
council attempts to impose village rules:4 
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Mr. Carter brought the meeting back to order at 10:45 a.m. 
He said that everyone should know what the Federal laws state 
regarding the making of home brew and other alcoholic beverages. 
He asked the State Trooper to tell them what he knew about this. 
Trooper Redstone said that the first problem he ran into when he 
came to the Bethel District was that of home brew making. In our 
State laws, he could find nothing on the making of beer where 
they could enforce it Qr where they coul~ do anything about it. 
He further stated that there is a Federal law which says you can-
not make wine without a license and it states the certain kinds 
of wines which this rule applies to and the percentages of alco-
hol content. He has taken this problem to the State Attorney and 
there is nothing at all on the making of home brew. Nile Smith, 
Hooper Bay, said that, to them, wine was the same thing as beer 
and they both take away food i terns that the villagers need in 
their homes such as sugar, yeast, etc. He urged the group not to 
be afraid to get up and talk and let their feelings be known. 
Peter Carter asked the group to let him know what they think 
about the rules of the Eek village - if they think they should be 
changed, say so, and if they think they are fine, let it be 
known. Trooper Redstone let it be known again that the making of 
home brew is not ~ crimunal offense and that they ~ do nothing 
to enforce it. Mr. Hollingsworth informed the group that there 
is no way they can make ~ law which would interfere with the per-
sonal liberties of the people. Captain Mayfield added that they 
cannot stop them from making this a law in the village, but that 
this is a problem which should be asked of an attorney as it 
would be a defiance of constitutional rights. The group was 
cautioned again that they must be careful in making their rules 
that they do not take away the rights of the people in their own 
home. [AVCP, 1962: 6-7] 
Village leaders confronted two problems: first, state law 
could not back them in dealing with the perceived major liquor 
problem of the period and, second, their acts in protection of 
community interests might make them subject to lawsuit or arrest • 
. . Moreover, these village leaders had too .li ttl~ experience with 
courts to evaluate the police warnings of legal actions which 
might be brought against them. Since the councils did not 
possess legal authority to deal directly with liquor manufacture, 
as they had in territorial days, who could be called into the 
village to enforce state law? 
Dan Akeralrea, Scammon Bay, asked the question who they 
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should call or who to write to when they have trouble in the 
village. They were told to write to Trooper Redstone or Mrs. 
Guinn. Trooper Redstone said to address all letters to State 
Police, Bethel, Alaska. This way, their letters will always get 
to the proper person in charge in case of personnel changes. The 
group asked Trooper Redstone to advise them on what instances 
they should write or call for help. Redstone said he would like 
to be notified of all accidents where someone is drowned, 
shooting accidents, any injury resulting in death, and instances 
where someone is drunk and acts violently, placing othe~ members 
of the village in danger. If it is an emergency, they can notify 
him by radio; if not, by mail. [AVCP, 1962: 7-8] 
Trooper Redstone accurately described the legal matters of 
the small villages which the state police were prepared to 
handle, not only in this epoch, but throughout the 1960s and 
1970s. Serious, felonious acts in the village were viewed as 
trooper business, but the state legal apparatus was not prepared 
to deal with minor offenses or to prevent crime in the villages. 
Councilmen perceived that village liquor control and action 
against minor offenses were the keys to prevention of serious 
crime but they were frustrated by their inability to exercise 
official legal authority. 
Nicholai Steven pointed out to the group that the problem of 
drinking and home brew making in the villages· is beginning to 
draw in the young people more and more and it is bad thing for 
the villages to allow it. Mr. Hollingsworth interrupted for a 
moment to inform the group that he had just made a phone call to 
the State Solicitor's office in Anchorage asking for_ their 
interpretation regarding home brew making and 'if it- is, or is 
not, illegal. Their answer was: "No, it is not illegal, but if 
they give it to minors or start throwing things and causing ~ 
disturbance, it is against the law." A gentleman got up to state 
that this problem cannot be overlooked in their villages and if 
they do not make an ordinance prohibiting the making of home 
brew, it will continue to be a major problem. He put the 
question before the group - are we or are we not going to allow 
the making of home brew in our villages? They discussed this in 
Eskimo and a final decision was made that they do want to have an 
ordinance stating that they do not want people making home brew 
in their homes. Mr. O'Brien stressed that the .E.§_ople should 
understand that this rule about home brew will be ~ to them and 
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they should understand that if they g.Q into someone's house, they 
are trespassing and should know that this is not right. [AVCP, 
1962: 8] 
The group posed the question as to whether or not they could 
go into a home to stop the making of home brew. They were told 
that this is breaking the law in that it is trespassing and the 
person involved could file charges against whoever goes into the 
house to stop this. This law cannot be enforced by anyone but by 
the village council members themselves. If the group thinks that 
it will help the majority of the people, to go ahead and pass the 
ordinance. A discussion in Eskimo was held and they decided that 
they still wanted the ordinance prohibiting the making of home 
brew in the home. They expressed their understanding that this 
ordinance would have to be enforced by the council members only 
and realized the fact that they could not call upon the State 
Police for help in this enforcement. [AVCP, 1962: 8-9] 
As the minutes indicate, even in the face of threatened state 
prosecution for trespass and withdrawal of official state support 
for their work, the councilmen decided to continue to support 
direct action against home brew manufacture in their villages. 
The role that Bethel then played in creating liquor-related 
problems in their villages was also discussed at the meeting: 
Peter Carter called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m. and 
asked of Trooper Redstone what can be done to individuals who are 
known to be "boot-leggers". Trooper Redstone said to write a 
letter to the State Police, Bethel, giving information such as 
who bought the bottle, from whom and state everything they know 
about it and they will take it from there. 
Peter said they have heard that there is "boot-legging" in 
Bethel. Sometimes some of their villagers buy a boot-leg pottle 
from Bethel and return to the village and cause· troub1e there. 
Trooper Redstone told them that if a person from another village 
buys a bottle from Bethel and goes back to the village and causes 
disturbances, to try to find out where that person got the bottle 
in Bethel and let him know so he can do something about it. The 
subject of fines was brought up. Some people are fined a small 
amount while others are fined too much. They felt that their 
fines should be the same as what the State fines their people for 
drinking, and wanted to know how many times they are fined and 
any other additional information concerning this. Redstone 
advised the group that he had taken this up with the District 
Attorney also. The people are not allowed to fine by law. You 
can fine them daily if they agree to pay the fine to make up for 
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what they have done. It is all right to fine if all parties are 
agreeable. If they do not go along with it, there is nothing 
they can do to make him pay except to apply social pressure. 
Peter Carter asked if the people that are picked up and put in 
jail in Bethel are fined. They were told they were since Bethel 
is incorporated. The definition of the word "incorporated" was 
questioned. Mr. Hollingsworth and Mr. O'Brien defined the word 
as best as they could for the group. Mr. Jensen then explained 
about a fourth class village and what it has to off er. Mr. 
Carter asked the group if they should go ahead and continue 
fining people in their own villages with the full knowledge that 
it will be up to the council members only to collect these fines. 
Sam Alexie said that the fine placed on the villagers for 
drinking usually prevents them from drinking again since they do 
not like to ~ the fines. He felt that if they did not continue 
to fine villagers for this, they wil!. cause more trouble than 
before. Trooper Redstone told the group that the decision would 
have to be ~ to the people. [AVCP, 1962: 10] 
Peter Carter stated that in some villages the fine for the 
first charge of drinking is $20.00. In Eek, the fine for the 
first charge is $10. 00. He asked how that compared to that of 
the State fines. Redstone said it was hard to compare since 
fines are sometimes suspended and that the magistrate often fines 
just as she sees fit according to the circumstances and the fines 
are not always uniform among their cases. The group expressed 
their desire to make the fines uniform among all the villages. 
Steven Maxie of Napaskiak said their village has the person 
work his fine out if he does not have the money to pay. He said 
they also have the rule that if he will not pay or work it out, 
they can turn it over to higher authorities. Trooper Redstone 
said they cannot make the person pay, but they can turn the 
complaint into him and he can work on the complaint, but not on 
the fines or penalties. The subject of fines was then dismissed 
at this point. [AVCP, 1962: 11] 
Moreover, state police officials now informed the councils 
that their practice of levying fines could not receive the off i-
cial support of state legal officials. This finlng authority had 
given the councils symbolic identity with other mechanisms of 
white law, such as the Bethel commissioner. Now it appeared that 
this method of identifying village legal power with state legal 
power would not be supported by state legal authorities. 
It appeared then that the only basis of authority to be found 
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for this form of alcohol control would not be from state law but 
rather from the strength derived from uniform action among the 
Yupik villages. 
The AVCP addressed yet a third problem within the realm of 
liquor control - the problem of pilots bringing in liquor to the 
villages: 
Peter Carter stated that when he first was elected president 
of the Eek village council, the villagers wanted him to meet each 
plane coming into the village and see if liquor was taken off the 
plane. If there was, he was to tell the pilot to put it back on 
the plane. He said that this was hard for him to do, and since 
he knows the State Trooper can't do such a thing, he wouldn't do 
it either. A gentleman got up and stated that in Togiak the 
council has a rule that if a pilot brings in liquor to the 
village or a drunk passenger, the passenger is fined $25.00 and 
the pilot $500.00. The group discussed this subject in Eskimo. 
Mr. Carter told the group that since this was the first meeting 
of this sort and since not all the villages were represented at 
this time, it would be better to go over only a couple rules or 
so and not try to go over them all at one time. For a start, the 
most important rules have been discussed and there will be 
another meeting of this type in the near future .•. [AVCP, 1962: 
12] 
From what had already transpired, village officials under-
stood that they would find no support from state police for pro-
hibiting alcohol transport by pilots into their villages. 
Officials of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, apparently as 
surprised as village_ leaders with the interpretation of ·state law 
placed before them, could only promise to seek assistance from 
attorneys: 
Mr. Hollingsworth stated that after the minutes of this 
meeting were typed, he would pick out the rules which were 
decided upon and send them to a lawyer to look over. If the 
lawyer finds fault with them, he will be requested to re-write 
them and make any comments that he might have. He said that at 
the next meeting, he will try to have a lawyer to sit in at the 
meeting and help them with their rules. [AVCP, 1962: 13] 
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Thus the 1962 meeting revealed to the councils that the 
general prohibitions of liquor, which had been backed by village 
consensus and by the teachers/missionaries and territorial offi-
cials, could not receive the support of state legal authorities. 
Instead, state law made the councils vulnerable to lawsuits if 
they enforced these bans. 
THE 1963 MEETING 
In 1963 officials from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, State 
Judge Guinn and the District Attorney for the judicial district, 
in conjunction with the AVCP, attempted to construct both a legal 
and extralegal basis upon which the state and villages could 
operate in controlling liquor problems. This second meeting was 
attended by officers of nineteen village councils. 
Excerpts from the minutes indicate that the problem of 
assignment of authority continued as a predominant concern: 
Mr. Carter of Eek mentioned that a lot of time was spent on 
village rules last year but nothing was accomplished. This year, 
he said, they should try to get something done. First, it should 
be decided on how to handle the use of alcoholic beverages and 
drunk and disorderly people in the villages where there is no 
State Trooper. Mr. Carter mentioned a letter he received from 
the Kwethluk village council requesting that they discuss the 
.. bootlegger presently operating in Bethel .. Moses Straus, t~e pre-
sident of Kwigillingok, suggested a uniform set'of rules for the 
village. 
Mr. Egoak said that the reservation laws prohibited the 
importation and use of liquor. Mr. Jones pointed out that civil 
and criminal jurisdiction of restricted Indian lands and reser-
vations in Alaska had been transferred to the State [by Public 
Law 280]. Mr. Soll, District Attorney of the Fairbanks District, 
suggested this subject be brought up later when village rules 
were discussed. . . . 
Mr. Carter announced that they would now take up the subject 
of village rules as the officials present to answer their 
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questions would have to leave sooner than expected. He proceeded 
to read a letter from the Kwethluk Village Council dated 8-10-63 
which mentioned liquor problems and the troubles which attended 
them. It also mentioned a Bethel bootlegger who sells liquor 
$20.00 for a quart of whiskey. Mr. Carter said the letter 
suggested that the State Police should do something about it to 
cease his operating or be thrown out of Bethel. These 
problems, plus the matter of home brew making and the punishment 
of trouble-makers in the villages, would now be up for discus-
sion. 
Kenneth Clevland, Quinhagak, stated that when persons are 
fined, many times they don't have the money to pay. When given 
90 days to pay and this period elapses if the fine is still not 
paid, the matter is usually forgotten. He said that this should 
not be. Sam Westcoast, Councilman from Goodnews Bay, asked how 
the drunks should be handled in villages where there is no State 
Trooper or Marshall. Mr. Soll, District Attorney for the 
Fairbanks District, suggested that, first of all, the village 
council should do all it can to handle the problems locally 
through fines, warnings, etc. If this does not bring any 
results, they should notify the State Trooper, make a charge 
against the individual and he could then be brought before the 
Magistrate for punishment. He stated that this was his only pro-
posal to them. Discussion followed in Eskimo in which no trans-
lation was made. [AVCP, 1963:3-5] 
The district attorney for the Bethel village region, Herb 
Soll of Fairbanks, had apparently been briefed on the vacuum 
created by direct withdrawal of state support for village council 
activity in controlling alcohol. He advocated a two-tier 
approach of village and state law, not unlike that found in other 
developing countries. Given the absence of trooper and judicial 
activity in all villages except for Bethel and Aniak, his sugges-
tion implied some continued form of collaboration between- state 
law and village law, even though such law enforcement was viewed 
as extralegal by state officials. An attempt to formulate such a 
working relationship ensued: 
Charles Harry, representative from Alakanak, read the village 
rules which had been adopted in his village. These covered 
drinking, sniffing gasoline, drunken driving of motor vehicles, 
delinquency of minors, operating a motor boat while intoxicated, 
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loose dogs and their disposition, burial of dead animals, 
discharge of firearms near the village and damaging other 
people 1 s property. Fines ranged from a minimum of $10. 00 to a 
maximum of $25.00. Any serious breach of law would be turned 
over to the State Police. Any person unable to pay fines is put 
to work at the rate of $1.50 an hour until the fine is paid in 
full. Mr. Carter translated these rules into Eskimo for the 
benefit of non-English speaking members. Frank Kamer off then 
spoke in Eskimo on the village rules of Emmonak after which a 
discussion was held in Eskimo. The members decided to develop a 
general law and order rule which could be adopted and used in all 
villages. 
Mr. Soll, District Attorney, spoke and said that the village 
rules of Alakanak were a good example and there were only a few 
that the State Trooper could not handle. He said that it is 
against the law to sell liquor without a license, to be drunk in 
public, to give liquor to a minor, for a minor to have liquor in 
his possession, to drive an automobile while drunk or have guns 
in his possession while drunk. If someone should try to do these 
things, this would be the time to report to the State Trooper and 
they would be able to help. He then explained certain activities 
which the State Trooper could not advise or help them on. He 
explained that there is no state law that says a person over 21 
years cannot have liquor in his possession or that a village can-
not show movies, etc.: they would have to be handled at the 
village level only. He pointed out that the State Troopers are 
willing to help them if they can. Sometimes the Troopers, when 
visiting a village, are told about a problem at the last minute. 
The members were urged to notify the Troopers of their problems 
by writing him a letter and giving the facts or have all the 
information on hand when he visits their village. 
Lott Egoak, Akiak, asked Mr. Soll to give a step-by-step 
outline on how to handle drunks. Mr. Soll informed him that he 
would make some suggestions on this when they drew up a set of 
village law and order rules. He stated further that when the 
State says the council should try to handle their law and order 
problems it does not mean the large problems. Such problems as 
shooting, stealing of large amounts, etc., should be reported to 
the State Trooper immediately. Mr. Carter asked Mr. Soll to also 
.. suggest an amount concerning fines. It was decided that ML. Soll 
should collect all the village rules which were brought ·to Bethel 
for his information. Mr. Soll collected these and Mr. Carter 
selected Charles Harry of Alakanak and Frank Kamerof f of Emmonak 
to work with him as a committee. [AVCP, 1963:5] 
District Attorney Soll defined specifically the laws govern-
ing alcohol control which could be enforced by the village at 
first, with backing by the trooper if council action proved 
futile. Such regulations covered dealing with drunken behavior. 
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Although he supported some council legal activity, Soll did not 
suggest that the state would approve village bans on individual 
adult use or manufacture of alcoholic beverages. 
Steven Maxie, President of Napaskiak, asked if the State 
Troopers were going to do anything about the bootleggers 
operating in Bethel. Mr. Soll explained that it was two dif-
ferent matters in knowing that someone is doing something wrong 
and proving it in court. Under our U.S. law, even if a person is 
accused of a crime, he is considered innocent until proven 
guilty. He further stated that one known bootlegger was pres-
ently serving a year's sentence in jail and the other had a five-
year sentence, pending an appeal decision of the Supreme Court of 
the State. He urged the people to make an effort to refuse to 
patronize these men at $20.00 a bottle, otherwise someone else 
may try to go into this business. A discussion was held in 
Eskimo following this. 
Steven Maxie, Napaskiak, asked if they should report persons 
who are driving motorboats while under the influence of alcohol. 
Mr. Soll stated that the decision would be up to 
the council. If the village feels they can handle the case 
themselves, there is no need to call the State Trooper. If 
the council decides they cannot handle the case, it should be 
reported to the State Trooper as soon as possible. He pointed 
out that only the person operating the boat should be reported. 
Mr. O'Brien mentioned that the Coast Guard would have a man 
in the area next year enf arcing Coast Guard small craft rules 
on the Kukskokwin ... [AVCP, 1963:5] 
Village councils could not deal with known bootleggers 
operating from Bethel, but Soll admitted that successful prose-
cution from his base in the interior Alaska city of Fairbanks, 
the hub of Bethel's judicial district, was difficult. His 
suggestion that consumers be warned not to buy was not- one that 
councils believed they could act upon without the backing of the 
troopers. 
Other questions of jurisdictional authority were raised: 
One village delegate asked if they could stop the shipment 
of liquor into the village. Trooper Redstone explained that if 
someone orders liquor by airfreight and is over 21 years old, 
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there is no State law which allows the State Police to do 
anything about it. One member asked if the village, by majority 
vote, could prevent shipment of liquor into the villages. 
Trooper Redstone said that if such a rule were made, it could be 
enforced by the village only. If the village could not enforce 
it, there would be no recourse to State Police, as there is no 
violation of State law involved. [AVCP, 1963:6] 
The promised support from the state in the realm of alcohol 
control focused exclusively upon problems which had already begun 
and not on the presence of liquor as a source of trouble. From 
the village perspective, the presence of liquor and the avail-
ability of liquor were the logical points of attack by councils 
and state law. But, as in 1962, state legal officials could 
off er no support to villages who wished to curb introduction of 
liquor into their communities. 
The district attorney and his committee of village represen-
tatives drew upon existing village rules to produce a list of 
model rules, which were then accepted by acclamation: 
1. Drunk and Disorderly in Public. Any person who appears in 
any public place while intoxicated or in a low and disorderly 
manner shall be guilty of disorderly conduct. A public place 
means any store, meeting hall, show hall, armory, post off ice, 
dock, sidewalk, street, road, school or any place where the 
public is invited. 
2. Drunk and Disorderly in Private. Any person who is in a 
private house while intoxicated or who is acting in a disorderly 
manner to the disturbance of another person shall be guilty of 
disorderly conduct. 
3. Selling Liquor Without a License. Any person who sells 
liquor to any other person without a State liquor license shall 
be in violation of these rules. 
4. Giving Liquor to Minors. It shall be in violation of this 
rule to give, sell, or offer any alcoholic beverage to a person 
under the age of 21 years. The term alcoholic beverage includes 
home brew. 
5. Minors in Possession of Alcoholic Beverages. No person 
under the age of 21 shall have, drink, receive or make alcoholic 
beverages, including home brew. 
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6. Drunk Operation of a Vehicle or Boat. It shall be a viola-
tion of these rules to operate a vehicle, including cars, trucks, 
snow travelers, snow planes, or dog sleds while intoxicated. It 
shall be a violation of these rules to drive a boat, with or 
without a motor, while intoxicated. 
7. No person shall gamble with money or property by playing 
cards, dice, or any other game. 
8. Dogs. All dogs older than six months shall be chained or 
tied so they cannot reach any path or trail or place where 
children play. 
9. Discharging Firearms. 
or near the village. 
10. Damaging Property. 
property of others. 
buildings. 
No person shall shoot any gun within 
No person shall damage or destroy the 
This includes personal property and 
Subject rules were open for discussion. Mr. Soll pointed out 
that all ten rules were backed up and founded in State law and 
that villages enforcing them would have the support of the State. 
He also suggested that the rules concerning the drunken operation 
of a motorboat, which has been such a threat to human life, 
should in almost every case of violation be ref erred immediately 
to the State Police for action. The members discussed the rules 
at length in Eskimo. Mr. Carter said he felt these rules offered 
a good guide to the villages on ten important areas of law and 
order and the members adopted them by acclamation. [AVCP, 
1963: 8] 
Six of these ten rules, which were promulgated as ex-officio 
state rules for the villages, dealt with alcohol-related conduct. 
Three others dealt with activities often associated with 
drinking, e.g., property damage, use of firearms and gambling. 
No rule was provided to keep liquor out of the village, to 
prevent sharing of liquor among adults or, more specifically, to 
prevent sharing of liquor with persons known by the village to be 
violent when drunk. Officials recognized that these were to be 
the limits of state support for council control over alcohol use. 
The rules were to be enforced through the application of 
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fines: 
The matter of fines arose. Trooper Redstone informed the 
members that they can fine violators of village rules if they 
wish, but if the violator refuses to pay the State cannot help 
them collect the fine. It would have to be enforced by the 
village council only. The State Trooper has no power to set a 
fine or collect it for the village. He pointed out that if a 
person was not willing to pay the fine imposed for breaking any 
rules shown on the example sheet and the violator refused to 
cooperate, they could feel free to call upon the State Police for 
help. The membership continued to discuss the matter of fines in 
Eskimo. One delegate asked if, after a 90-day period, the viola-
tor still refused to pay the fine, he could be turned over to the 
State Police. Mr. Soll explained that it was not a good idea to 
wait 90 days to see if the person would cooperate. He suggested 
a 10-day waiting period as it would be easier to gather the proof 
necessary to see if the person or persons had broken the law. 
The members discussed this and agreed on waiting ten days to see 
if the violator would pay the fine or work; then turn the matter 
over to the State Police if they saw fit. Mr. Carter asked if 
the village could decide for themselves what the maximum fine 
would be. Mr. Soll said that this was satisfactory .•. [AVCP, 
1963:8] 
Behind the prolonged discussion of collection of fines was 
the problem of the credibility of the state-council relationship. 
A refusal to pay fines would challenge that relationship. 
Eskimo officials sought from District Attorney Soll and the 
trooper representative some firmer understanding regarding 
trooper intervention. When would the trooper intervene? 
Specifically, when would he demonstrate his support of council 
activity against individuals who challenged the ~ouncil's 
authority? The basis for this concern was well known to the 
trooper in attendance, though perhaps not to Mr. Soll of 
Fairbanks. Many letters to the trooper post in Bethel regarding 
persistent acts of law violation related to liquor and repeated 
unsuccessful attempts by village councils to deal with repeat-
offenders had not met with a visit by the trooper to the village. 
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Trooper resources in the region were sparse. 
Council members focused on sources of supply and made 
repeated, futile attempts to garner state support for outright 
liquor bans. Council members were very pragmatic in their 
assessments of their limited capacity to anticipate problems suf-
ficiently serious to merit state legal attention. This focus on 
supply did not, however, reflect a belief that all Eskimos were 
incapable of drinking. 
Confusion over the role of village prohibition on the part of 
state and town officials was to figure in the development of 
state control mechanisms for another decade. One can argue that 
it still is a source of confusion. Council members viewed pro-
hibitions on supply as a method of control when other kinds of 
direct control over individual use were not likely, in the con-
tinued absence of police service, facilities, prosecutors and 
other on-the-scene agents who could address problems after they 
had occurred. 
A discussion of the issue of gambling reflected village atti-
tudes about criminal responsibility: 
A question was asked regarding gambling. At the. v-illage of 
Kwethluk if a person is caught gambling, he is fined $10.00 for 
the first offense, the owner of the house $10.00 and the rest of 
the players $5.00. Mr. Soll said this sounded very reasonable. 
Trooper Redstone requested the council to keep a record of their 
minutes concerning the facts surrounding a violation, mentioning 
the time, place, what happened, etc. In this way, when a case is 
referred to the Police, the council will be able to provide the 
basic facts in the case. [AVCP, 1963:9] 
This brief description of the Kwethluk approach to gambling 
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conveyed to Soll and the troopers the strongly held belief of 
villagers regarding ultimate criminal responsibility. Villagers 
viewed the person who set in motion deviant activity as more 
responsible for that activity than any other person. State law 
viewed the actual perpetrator as independently responsible. 
Thus, the person who gave liquor to a person known to be 
violent when intoxicated was for many villagers the person to be 
punished. When bootleggers began to operate more actively in 
Bethel in the 1970s, it was reported that they screened buyers 
and did not sell to such dangerous persons, thus avoiding respon-
sibility for that person's ultimate acts and, perhaps, disclosure 
by other community members. This same perspective, a dram shop 
perspective, was also reflected in the use of a blacklist in 
Bethel during the 1950s by legal sources of liquor and in 
vigorous prosecution of those who sold to persons on the 
blacklist. 
Yet the shape of state law conveyed to the Native population 
in the 1962 and 1963 meetings was otherwise. All adult persons 
were assumed capable of drinking until individuals among them 
committed disorderly acts. Then, and only then, did state law 
intervene or authorize intervention by the council. 
Other concerns were discussed: 
A question arose as to visitors in the villages violating the 
village rules. Mr. Soll stated that they should be handled the 
same as for residents of the village. If they refused to 
cooperate, they could be ref erred to the State Police. He 
inquired as to the use of the money collected by the village 
councils. Lott Egoak of Akiak stated that the money collected at 
his village is used to buy medicine for the village and to pay 
the plane fares for indigent families needing emergency treatment 
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at the hospital. Mr. Soll suggested it be pointed out to all the 
members that the money collected from fines should not be used 
for private purposes, but for services which benefit the whole 
community. [AVCP, 1963:9] 
Village councils began to work under this cooperative proce-
dure. They kept detailed council minutes of offenders; they also 
sent detailed letters regarding persons who would not comply with 
repeated attempts to enforce alcohol rules. 
Critical to the operation of the system was effective state 
backing. What council presidents and village residents discov-
ered was that the state police were capable of dealing only with 
the limited number of violent occurrences and not with les,ser 
offenses that could lead to violence. Many requests for assist-
ance went unanswered. The theoretical posture of state law was 
not reflected in reality. 
THE 1965 MEETING 
When Bethel opened a liquor store liquor traffic to the 
villages was not curbed by state law enforcement, and the problem 
grew along with other changes in the region. 
Peter Carter made an opening statement about the [Bethel] 
.. liquor store. He informed the group about _the complaints 0£ many 
people and that many might want the establishment closed. He 
asked the group to bring out anything the members want to say 
about the liquor store. 
Mr. Wassillie B. Evan, Councilman of the Napakiak Village 
Council, gave his views about Bethel Sales. He addressed the 
group that when the first liquor stores opened at Bethel (in the 
1950's), he had consumed alcoholic beverages, and so had some of 
the members present; but many of them have now given it up 
because of the dangers involved. He further stated that the 
younger generation is more reckless than they were during the 
early years and it would be better to have the liquor store 
closed. 
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Mr. Alexie Evan, President of the Napaskiak Village Council, 
gave his views as follows: He had also used the alcoholic 
beverage; and during that time when the first liquor stores were 
open, there was only one drowning directly responsible to liquor. 
He pointed out that, as all know, there is a war going on. He 
compared the liquor store with those opposing democracy as being 
an enemy of our armed forces as many servicemen have drowned 
directly responsible to liquor. He protested that the liquor 
store should not be open as it is depriving the closer villages 
of young people. 
Mr. Henry Evan, President of the Kwigillingok Village 
Council, said that the cause of many young people's downfalls is 
liquor. As he himself does not drink, he does not know its 
effects; but it is not good to see a young man die while he is 
still strong. And as many young people follow their older 
fellowmen's examples, they do not listen to warnings from their 
parents or relatives about staying away from liquor. 
He stated, the white people can take their drinking and know 
when to cease consuming it. It is the opposite with the Eskimo; 
and not knowing when to stop drinking, there are many accidents 
caused by liquor. 
Mr. Wilson Simon of Bethel, as he wanted to contribute to the 
complaints against the liquor store, gave his views. Originally 
from Kwigillingok, he came to Bethel eight years ago. There was 
no liquor store then; but since the liquor store opened, the City 
of Bethel was not the same. There was more uneasiness and many 
have experienced staying up at nights because of noisy brawls, 
etc. 
Mr. Willie Stone, President of the Napakiak Village Council, 
said that many have heard of striving for better living; and 
those concerned organizations striving for that goal overlook the 
fact that there can be no better living as long as there is a 
liquor store at Bethel. 
Mr. Joe Beaver, President of the Goodnews Bay Village 
Council, stated that if they united in trying to close the liquor 
store, they may have results. Speaking in terms of the armed 
forces, there are many young men eligible to join or have joined 
who are no longer living because of the liquor store. 
Mr. James Paul of Kipnuk said that many people who do not 
drink will be starting at the present time, it is hard to keep an 
easy mind when a person finds it necessary to walk in the streets 
of Bethel at night. 
Mr. James Jimmy (Ayagalria) from Napakiak stated that many 
people would be glad to see the liquor store closed. Although 
those who consume alcoholic beverages would be able to order 
liquor by freight, the conditions now prevalent in the 
surrounding area would improve considerably by having the liquor 
store closed. 
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Mr. Paul Black, Vice-President of the Napakiak Village 
Council, stated that although tuberculosis and other diseases 
have been the major causes of death, medical assistance has 
decreased the death rate caused by disease; but since the opening 
of the liquor store, the death rate has climbed. 
Mrs. Nora Guinn, Deputy Magistrate of Bethel, gave some sta-
tistics on the arrests made since January, 1965. There were 505 
cases brought to her attention [from January to September], the 
majority of them were charged with disorderly conduct under the 
influence of alcohol. Up to this date, there were fourteen 
drownings of which twelve are as a direct result of liquor. she 
stressed to the group that they must find a way to have the 
Bethel City Council change their minds about having a liquor 
store at Bethel. She stated that she is 100 percent behind the 
Eskimos in trying to do away with the liquor store. 
Mr. Roy Peratrovich, Tribal Operations Officer, BIA, Juneau, 
offered a suggestion. He said that a concerted effort is needed 
in order to get the liquor store closed. A petition should be 
sent out in the next general election of the Bethel City Council. 
The Bureau of Indian Affairs will do all it can to help in the 
problem, but the Natives will have to take the first steps in 
getting Bethel Sales to close down. He added that voters are 
given an opportunity to decide whether or not to have the liquor 
store. 
Mr. John F. Gordon, Area Field Representative, BIA, Bethel, 
said that those eligible -vOters who have not residea-at Bethel 
for lQ. days or more are not eligible to vote in the general elec-
tion of the City Council, but the weight of complaints the 
Natives could express, to friends or relatives living in Bethel, 
to close the liquor store would be of some help. 
A comment was made that State officials should know of the 
liquor store problem. Mrs. Nora Guinn wrote some addresses on 
the blackboard to whom objections to Bethel Sales should be sent. 
These being: 
Governor William Egan 
State Capital Building 
Juneau, Alaska 99801 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board 
State of Alaska 
Thomas Building 
Juneau, Alaska 99801 
Copies should be sent to the following: 
Bethel City Council 
Bethel 
Alaska 99559 
Board of Trustees 
Bethel Sales, Inc. 
Bethel, Alaska 99559 
Mr. Paul Jenkins, President of the Nunapitchup Village 
Council, brought up a question from his village. The question 
was, "Can the liquor store be sued?" 
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Mr. Roy Peratrovich, Tribal Operations Officer, BIA, Juneau, 
said the liquor store itself cannot be sued, but the owner can be 
sued if the store attendants sold liquor to an intoxicated per-
son. 
[T]he members were asked to write their letters of objection 
when they return to their villages and send them to the addresses 
written earlier and sending copies to those concerned at Bethel. 
The members were asked not to put the writing of their 
complaint letters off too long and to pass on what information 
they got from this meeting to their villages. 
It was agreed not to discuss any further the general election 
at Bethel as the members of the Association were not eligible to 
vote. (In order to vote, one of the requirements is to be 
residing at Bethel for 30 days or more.) [AVCP 1965:9-11] 
This dialogue among village council presidents concerning 
Bethel's liquor store pinpoints significant changes in 
Southwestern Alaska and their connection to alcohol use. 
In the 1960s the Native population in that region showed an 
annual increase of 29.4 per thousand with a crude birth rate of 
45. 9, one that Tussing and Arnold noted ( 1969) was perhaps the 
highest birth rate in the world. Deaths by tuberculosis had been 
reduced in the 1950s through Public Health service campaigns and 
infant mortality was also reduced. The net result was a young 
population with a median age of 16.5 in 1969 which put increasing 
pressure upon those elders in the villages who exercised tradi-
tional guidance and social control (See Hippler and Conn: 1973). 
Population increases were significant in both the town of 
Bethel and in surrounding villages. Bethel, the only natural 
deep fresh water port, had established itself as the administra-
tive center of the region as well as the prime market for fish 
processing. Its population grew from 651 in 1950 to 1, 258 in 
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1960, and 1, 600 in 1966. The growth came primarily from the 
influx of young Natives who sought access to the limited, but 
new, wage opportunities available in that town. Village traffic 
to Bethel by snowmobile or plane in winter and by boat in summer 
also increased. 
Villages surrounding Bethel also grew in population. For 
example, Akiachuk grew from 179 persons in 1950 to 310 persons in 
1966. Kwethluk grew from 242 to 375 persons in 1966. Napakiak 
grew from 139 to 254 in the same period and Napaskiak from 121 to 
215. The neighboring communities of Nunapitchuck and Kasigluk on 
the Johnson River had, by 1969, combined populations of 626. 
The change in Bethel's share of the region's population, 
estimated by Tussing and Arnold to have grown from 7.9 percent in. 
1950 to almost 13 percent in 1967(1969:33) occurred because eco-
nomic development focused there. Along with establishment of 
state and federal bureaucracies for the region, came a housing 
fabrication plant, modern homes, establishment of a regional high 
school with dormitory facilities and a fish-processing plant. 
Although an estimated 70 to 80 percent of the total male work 
force could find seasonal work during the summer as commercial 
fishermen, cannery employees, or as laborers and tradesmen in 
Bethel's economic boom, no more than 5 percent of the working-age 
Native population was regularly employed ( 1969: 38). Transfer 
payments (such as welfare) went to about a fourth of the Native 
households (Tussing, Id.). 
Natives were thus marginal to the economy of the region and 
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still largely dependent on the subsistence economy. Capital 
received in wage earning was 
hunting technology such as 
used to purchase new products of 
snowmachines. This technology 
substantially reduced the gap between expert hunter and fisherman 
and non-expert and consequently somewhat diminished the social 
control influence of the old on the young. 
Bethel as town came to have an allure and importance which 
prompted migration by the young from villages, especially villa-
ges distant from the town. Villages close to Bethel also under-
went a growth in population. 
However, beyond that in Bethel there was no economic develop-
ment of any significance in the region in the early and 
mid-1960s. Yet pressure upon the subsistence economy was 
already marked. Young Native persons experienced the combined 
uncertainty of the traditional subsistence lifestyle and an 
uncertainty of access to the Western job market in Bethel, an 
uncertainty that was to characterize the rural Alaska situation 
for another decade. 
ACCIDENTS AND DEATHS A FOCAL POINT . 
For the village leaders to make a connection between Bethel 
and its liquor and the increasing number of deaths of young 
people who traveled to and from Bethel was entirely appropriate. 
Later studies of Native mortality, especially those by Krauss 
(1977), show a replacement of high rates of deaths from infec-
tious diseases with high rates of deaths by accident, suicide or 
homicide. These rates are much higher than those for the non-
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Native population during the 1960-1969 period.5 
Village leaders correctly recognized that violent death asso-
ciated with alcohol use had established itself as a leading cause 
of mortality after the decrease in infectious diseases. 
TRANSLATION OF AN INTEREST INTO A DEMAND 
Friedman ( 197 5) describes legal change as translation of a 
societal interest into a concrete demand. While village leaders 
desired to change Bethel's liquor policy, they were not familiar 
with the process for inducing this change. They were still 
dependent upon Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel who advised 
Eskimos to write town and state officials. State law did not 
provide for enfranchisement of non-residents of Bethel when the 
issue of the liquor store was put to a vote. 
Villagers also desired, but did not receive, preventative law 
enforcement in the villages when it was requested by village 
councils. 
Thus the 1965 AVCP discussion reveals an important recogni-
tion by village leaders of several developments coincident with 
the increased availability of liquor in the region: 
1. There had been substantial population growth in the town 
and in many nearby villages. 
2. There had been a large migration of young people to 
Bethel and to villages near Bethel. 
3. Travel to and from Bethel was increasing. 
4. Young people revealed an attitude toward liquor use which 
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was at variance with earlier attitudes. It was more open-ended, 
more experimental, less concerned with the dangers of alcohol 
use. 
5. There has been an upsurge in violent deaths and accidents 
associated with alcohol, an upsurge of arrests in Bethel and in 
the arrest rate for drunken behavior. 
The impact of Bethel on the young and, by extension, the 
region was apparently not amenable to direct control by the 
village residents. Its influence was, however, still limited by 
depressed wage opportunities for Natives in both Bethel and the 
region and by the very limited air transportation and communica-
tion with Bethel.6 
The legal system of the state had very little to offer· 
village residents. A single state trooper still served the 
region, and a lay Eskimo judge resided in Bethel. Higher court 
judges, prosecutors and public defenders still commuted to Bethel 
to hold trials. Police jailed drunks in Bethel and kept peace 
among its summer tent population. Few villages had their own 
police; few villages had state magistrates; none had jails. The 
most active legal force in the village was the council. These 
village councils, however, had not traditionally acted as police 
mechanisms to fine and jail. Instead, they had acted to confirm 
pre-established village consensus. 
Village leaders had discovered that, by making it available, 
Bethel could precipitate a change in the use of liquor in the 
villages and outside of Bethel. Neither state legal options nor 
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the police and court activity flowing from Bethel could offset 
this impact upon village attitudes toward alcohol as they were 
being redefined by young people. 
New opportunities stemming from economic development in 
Bethel were off set by an emerging problem of liquor use in the 
region. 
The problems described by the councilmen were set within 
three specific contexts: 
1. Bethel was a more dangerous and noisy place than the 
villages. Yet villages recognized that in Bethel itself alcohol-
related conduct was at least subject to the direct controls of 
town police before it became excessive. 
2. Intoxicated persons who traveled by water from Bethel to 
the villages were a growing problem. Accidents among these 
fishermen were common since many drank their liquor before 
reaching home so as to avoid village sanctions. 
Some arrests were made of villagers before they left Bethel 
itself. Still other arrests were made extralegally by the 
Napakiak policeman, James Willie, upriver from Bethel. Willie's 
independent action met with resistance from villagers, but he 
had, in the mid-1960s, the support of his own village council as 
well as that of the state police in Bethel. 
3. Village problems were increasing. Councils had learned 
that they had no state legal basis to keep all liquor out of 
their villages. According to state law, they were forced to wait 
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to act until misconduct had occurred as a result of alcohol con-
sumption. While intervention after misconduct and not in antici-
pation of deviance was appropriate to Western police and courts, 
it had not been the typical response of Native councils. Village 
councils had typically anticipated serious violence and acted to 
curb its source. 
The logic of traditional village council activity and control 
would have suggested that a liquor store responsible for setting 
in motion conduct which resulted in accidents and death should be 
closed. The logic of the state legal control was that problems 
on the part of those who drank and misbehaved should be dealt 
with only after the misconduct had occurred. At this point 
neither the state nor the rural population had the capacity to 
act on its logic. 
In the next decade, however, 
towns adopted, to some extent, 
agents of Alaska law in the 
the logic of villagers by 
employing the devices of protective custody and police transfers 
to sleep-off centers to deal with alcohol-related misconduct and 
by backing legislation to curb sales of liquor. 




VILLAGE COUNCIL REACTION TO THE NEW RULES ON DRINKING 
Some village councils responded to the new rules on alcohol 
control by directing their village police and citizens to bring 
complaints to the council. 
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In Fishnet 2, a Bethel-region village, the council adopted in 
March, 1964 a rule against making home brew in an individual's 
house without his permission or knowledge. 
However, those problems dealt with more typically were the 
complaints about public and private disorder caused by drink and 
complaints about minors who consumed liquor. In the latter 
cases, the source of liquor was sought and the offender was 
called before the council. 
Still village police had no jail facilities and no training. 
An examination of the Fishnet council hearings from 1964 to 
1965 reveals the ways in which problems were handled. Individ-
uals brought before the council were asked if the complaint was 
valid and not whether the acts violated village rules. Fining 
was commonly employed and troopers collaborated in council activ-
ity. (See Appendix for excerpts from these meetings.) 
From an earlier period when observers of early alcohol use 
reported indifference or distaste to alcohol by Natives, Natives 
now viewed the conduct associated with drinking with special 
alarm. The president of the Kwigillingok described the con-
temporary Eskimo drinking as binge drinking, ·and in - a second 
discussion on liquor problems held a year later a council member 
from Nunapitchuk ref erred to Eskimos who drank as persons gone 
crazy. 
Natives in the Bethel regions had experienced the classic 
historical confrontation between Western prohibitionism, as pro-
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meted by the agents of the Moravian church and the agents of law, 
and Western licentiousness, as exemplified by white sourdoughs, 
fishermen and traders. Few significant models of the moderate 
use of alcohol had ever been presented. 
Liquor was introduced to the Bethel region relatively late in 
territorial history. Moravian missionaries and Roman Catholics 
in the upriver Athabascan region provided Bethel region Natives 
with their first white contacts, and only at the turn of the cen-
tury did sourdoughs use the Kuskokwim to make a crosscountry 
passage to mineral deposits. Military personnel and bureaucrats 
followed. (See Conn, 198lb) 
The non-prohibitionists confirmed the worst expectations of 
prohibitionists. Moravians decried liquor and associated it with 
all that was dangerous or evil. White bureaucrats concealed 
their excessive use of alcohol. Military personnel engaged in 
binge drinking for recreation, as did fishermen and fish pro-
cessers. Such were the conflicting role models thrust before 
young Natives who learned of Western life in Bethel. 
Territorial prohibition laws were only selectively enforced 
.. by the marshalls stationed in Bethel, Platinum and Aniak. Bethel 
cases in the 1950s ordinarily focused upon persons who sold 
liquor to those Natives or non-Natives on a blacklist developed 
by the local marshall or upon those upon the blacklist who 
attempted to purchase liquor from the Northern Commercial Company 
Store or the Dewdrop Inn, a Bethel roadhouse. Some individuals 
from outside Bethel who were engaged in construction in the town 
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were prosecuted for giving liquor to minor females. Cases from 
villages surrounding Bethel brought to the U.S. Commissioners 
were rare. 
Sentences meted out for drunken behavior by the 
Commissioners, who later became magistrates and finally district 
court judges, were severe. Six months in jail was not uncommon. 
But the primary function of the state law was to reinforce as 
best it could village justice. Government officials looked to 
village councils to deal with minor alcohol-related violations of 
village ordinances. Only when formalization of the relationship 
between the state and villages was sought were limits placed on 
the role of village law in alcohol control. 
1967 MEETING 
The failure of state law adequately to reinforce council 
justice became more evident in the 1967 discussion of liquor and 
the role of Bethel as supplier. The concern of the councilmen 
had shifted from the dangers of Bethel living to the problems in 
their own villages: 
Axel Johnson (of Emmonak) called on Chester Gordon to take 
the floor. He introduced himself as State ·Director of the 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board. He wants the opinion of anyone 
present regarding liquor. His job is divided into three parts. 
( 1) licensing of liquor ( 2) protection of licensees and the 
public ( 3) enforcement. The one problem he pointed out was 
drinking done by minors. How can liquor be best controlled? Is 
it best to have a liquor store and let the community derive bet-
terment from the profit or is it better for a bootlegger to 
derive betterment from the profit? Should the liquor board do 
something about the retail stores that ship liquor to the villa-
ges like in Anchorage and Fairbanks? Mr. Gordon wanted to know 
the opinion of the surrounding villages of the Bethel Liquor 
Store. 
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Kenneth Cleveland from Quinhagak stated, "In our village we 
have people under 21 that drink, hiding and bringing it into the 
village. Our job in this drinking problem is that if there is an 
accident we feel bad and seems like it is our fault as a coun-
cilman when something happens. We want to stop this liquor store 
where they get the liquor from." 
It was also stated by James Willie that the village of 
Napakiak where he is from, is the center of travel from the 
tundra to Bethel. He has stopped a lot of boats that have been 
passing while drinking with a boatload of gas barrels, etc. Some 
of the people f rem Napakiak and other places do not like him 
because he is strict with people that drink and travel in boats. 
Even in some cases, they have threatened to kill him. Mr. Gordon 
asked Mr. Willie if he has stopped more boats than last year and 
Mr. Willie replied, yes, about triple the amount of last year. 
Mr. Gordon asked him where they bought their liquor last year and 
Mr. Willie said that when young people get a hold of liquor they 
do not tell who they got it from. Last year shipments of liquor 
came from Anchorage through RCA. 
Mr. Gordon said that he has discovered that these young 
people get liquor either from home, from persons between the ages 
of 21 - 26, from winos and taxi cab drivers. 
People have talked in this area that maybe if the liquor 
store was converted to a bar it might be better. These young 
people now let somebody buy their liquor for them, whereas in a 
bar they could not do that. Mr. Gordon asked if the liquor store 
could exercise a little more judgment in selling liquor to 
someone who might give it to a minor? 
Phillip Guy (of Kwethluk) stated that as far as he knew, they 
do not sell too much liquor to any one person, it is limited. He 
knows that when a person repeatedly goes back to the liquor store 
he is refused. 
It was pointed out .eY Herman Neck from 
ever ~ young person is caught drunk they 
out to the village but he does not come. 
not respect their councilmenanymore.--
Nunapitchuk that when-
ask for ~ cop to come 
These young people do 
Mr. Reader asked if there was any way.the liquor store might 
be forbidden to sell to the residents of another area. 
Mr. Gordon replied that if they did that, people objected 
might bring discrimination charges against the liquor store. It 
was stated by Willie Alexie from Napakiak that they hear it is 
hard to close the liquor store. It would be better if it was 
turned into a bar, then the minors cannot go in there. The 
people that buy liquor in Bethel, have good behavior while in 
Bethel, but when they get to their villages, they think they are 
bigger than the council. It is better if they had a bar and 
never travel around after drinking. Nick O. Nick stated that 
people were foolish when they drank. They drink a little and 
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they go crazy. That is why the villages around here do not want 
the licenses issued. Mr. Gordon assured the people that there 
will not be a license issued without the people knowing about it. 
[AVCP 1967:3-4] 
As is evident in the transcripts Eskimo representatives 
constantly probed the illusive, seemingly irrational state law 
system for answers to the liquor problem as they understood it. 
They perceived the key to the liquor problem to be the supply 
available to young men who endangered themselves and others as 
~hey traveled from the town to the village. 
The representatives of state law emphasized the restrictions 
which the law placed on control of alcohol supply and suggested 
that these could be overcome by prevention at the village level 
by the council and, secondarily, by state police. 
State legal representatives offered no suggestions for 
breaking the apparent chain of causation between the liquor store 
in Bethel and the accidents and deaths in the river and the 
village. Villagers correctly recognized that state law enforce-
ment was not equipped to arrest for drunken behavior that 
resulted in deaths or injury either in the river or the tundra 
surrounding Bethel or in the villages. 
The villages lacked the Western law apparatus necessary to 
take up the job of law enforcement against individuals while 
drunk. They lacked judges and policy and drying-off centers. 
And, above all, they lacked sufficient legal information to mani-
pulate the law as it existed to, for example, incorporate their 
cities, to use zoning ordinances to press for Western legal 
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machinery, to amend state statutes and administrative regula-
tions. They also lacked accurate information regarding their 
position under federal Indian laws. 
None of the legal representatives seemed prepared to press 
for necessary changes in the legal process to enfranchise villa-
gers when Bethel voted on its liquor policy, to introduce state 
and village police to enforce state law in the vast region or to 
curb the supply of liquor until adequate legal, medical or 
alcohol-counseling resources could be established. 
The suggestion that Bethel turn from a liquor store to bars 
reflected a pragmatic assessment of the liquor problem and the 
limits of the operation of the law. Bottles would not then be 
readily available to take back to the villages and the cost of 
getting drunk would increase. 
Moreover, Bethel could deal with the liquor problems which 
bars created. It could prosecute bar owners who served liquor to 
intoxicated persons and its police could jail persons who were 
both drunk and dangerous. 
Al though the debate between advocates of liquor stores and 
advocates of bars was not a new one in Alaska, ·the legal dimen-
sion of this suggestion is significant. The transcript of the 
meeting indicates that state law was Qerceived as haQpening in 
the town, but not in the villages. 
Phillip Guy asked if he knows of any way anyone who can stop 
the flow of liquor to these areas. 
Mr. Gordon stated "No, I do not now know how to stop it. It 
is coming in through licenses stores, from Anchorage or from 
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bootlegging. You can stop bootlegging, stop the shipments coming 
in by freight." 
Mr. Pete Reader inquired if there was a way either through 
legislative action or change in the regulations that people in 
the outlying villages can make their wishes known on the liquor 
store. 
Ray Christiansen (Bethel state representative) replied that 
he could not answer that at the present time. If we recommend 
the governor and the next legislature to change some of the laws 
to help us in this area, he will certainly be willing to go on 
the Senate floor. 
Mr. Gordon said the only way the Alcoholic Beverage Control 
Board can close the liquor store is when they apply at the end of 
the year for a license renewal. The board can say the only 
reason that we close it is violations. The only way we can 
refuse the license is to say we do not think it is good for the 
community of Bethel trade area. They would come right back and 
take it to court. Mr. Gordon said the liquor board needs more 
authority and more control. One license is authorized if it is 
in a five mile area with 1500 people. The population of an 
incorporated city cannot be counted. A change has to be made to 
throw the incorporated city law into the total trade area. The 
law now says that if there is a protest against a license the 
board shall listen only to those residing within two miles. A 
question raised if whenever a community is starting a liquor 
store what are the first steps to take. Mr. Gordon replied the 
first thing that they do is contact the liquor board and find out 
if the population is there so they can have a license. They have 
to advertise for 10 days that they are going to apply for a 
liquor license. They have to advertise in three places, where 
the liquor store is going to be, in the post office and one in a 
prominent place in a community. If it is outside incorporated 
town, they have to get a petition with the signatures with the 
majority of the people living within one mile of that location. 
[AVCP, 1967:5] 
Alcoholic Beverage Control regulations effectively dis-
enfranchised concerned citizens outside of incorporated c-i ties. 
In this period, nearly all incorporated cities were white towns 
and not Native villages. 
For example, in 1976 a total of twenty voters in the tiny 
mining town of Platinum decided to issue a liquor store license. 
Deaths f ram alcohol climbed in its neighbor, Goodnews Bay, a 
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Native village of 248 until Platinum, a village of 57 persons, 
decided to close the liquor store. Red Devil, another tiny com-
muni ty, determined the liquor supply of all upriver Athabascan 
villages, again without control by the majority of those citizens 
who live in the towns connected by air or boat. 
This disenfranchisement continued into the 1970s. 
A question was asked about the qualifications for voting. 
Mr. Gordon replied the law says you have to be a resident of the 
area, anyone that has lived within the state one year and in the 
area 90 days, and you have to be 19 years of age. If the person 
was denied to vote, the person can protest to the Magistrate. 
Someone stated that there are many people around here that do not 
speak English and were denied when voting came because they could 
not speak or write. 
Betty Aley stated that when a person that cannot write goes 
to vote, someone that can read and write can go in with him to 
the booth, explain what the voting is for and that person can 
vote ... [AVCP 1967:5] 
In their 1967 meeting with the State Director of the Alcohol 
Beverage Control Board, the village council presidents learned 
that as non-residents of Bethel, they had little or no legal 
control over the liquor store. 
Council presidents were primarily concerned with those per-
sons who bought liquor in Bethel and took it home~ What village 
people could not do, unless supported by the Bethel elect6rate, 
was to follow the lead of tribal councils on most Indian reser-
vat ions after repeal of the federal ban on use of liquor by 
Indians and promulgate their own ban on liquor. (Dozier 1966:73) 
There were no treaty reservations and they had been given a 
restrictive interpretation of village authority under Public 
Law 280, the Congressional Act which authorized Alaska to apply 
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its general law to "Indian country" (See Case, 1984). Bethel 
profited from the liquor store and could hire police from the 
revenues it generated. The villages could not stop liquor traf-
fic nor hire police from liquor revenues. 
Why did the village leaders seek to stop the liquor store and 
not seek some other limited legal option? No such option was 
offered to them except the choice transforming councils into ex-
off icio law enforcement mechanisms with the limited support of 
state police only when appropriate village rule violations were 
committed in several instances by the same person. 
Villagers questioned the capacity of councils to intervene in 
liquor problems. As Willie Alexie of Napakiak put it, young 
people who behaved in Bethel thought they were "bigger than the 
council" when they returned to the village. Village authority, 
exercised through the council, was directly challenged by intoxi-
cated young persons. This role of repeated fining or jailing of 
intoxicated persons, was in fact inappropriate to councils and to 
villages. 
THE REIGN OF COUNCILS 
Village councils among Eskimo groups had taken on the task of 
translating village consensus into law with the encouragement of 
teachers and missionaries and, in the 1930s, under their reorga-
nization as Indian Reorganization Act councils. 
Although village councils made ordinances and applied them, 
the nature of their work was not to enforce norms uniformly or, 
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even, to create and impose law upon village residents. Unlike 
the courts and police, councils required strong village consensus 
regarding interpersonal conduct. Like the courts and police, 
councils expected that most persons would learn and follow 
accepted village practice and not require repeated village inter-
vention. 
The attention of village councils in earlier times would have 
been directed to the exceptional person who failed to abide by 
village norms. In most cases, this was a person with limited 
social ties to the village. 
A review of earlier council records does not reveal many 
cases of necessary council intervention with drinking behavior. 
For example, in hundreds of cases taken up by the Inuit village. 
of Whale in twenty years of records, no more than a handful deal 
with liquor. Attention of the council in these cases was focused 
on persons who had brought, or were inclined to bring, liquor 
into the village. The norm of abstinence, with private consump-
tion of liquor tolerated on special occasions, was first estab-
lished by village and missionary social standards and only 
secondarily by village law. 
As Bethel developed as a source of wages, there was an 
increase in traffic between Bethel and the villages of young 
fishermen and wage earners inclined to drink when liquor and the 
money for liquor were available in the same place. The village 
consensus underlying council activity did not include a firm 
group understanding about drinking behavior. Historically, white 
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agents of law had both set the standards and directed enforcement 
of the law. Alcohol use became a central issue in the genera-
tional tension between older and younger individuals. It 
demanded new and even outside intervention that the state was not 
able to provide. 
Explicit support from state and federal authorities for coun-
cils became an increasingly important source of council authority 
when drinking was concerned. 
As already discussed, in 1963, at the second meeting of the 
AVCP, the Fairbanks prosecutor had worked with council presidents 
to draft ten village rules, to be enforced by councils with the 
support of state authorities. State prosecutors took these rules 
to other regions of the state. 
Roy Petrotrovich reminded councilmen in 1966 that the rules 
were laws for the Indian Reorganization Act governments to 
enforce.7 Yet councilmen realized that without reinforcement of 
their work by a state trooper, a person who stood for state 
authority, this second source of council authority had no strong 
credibility among young people, who were increasingly dubious 
regarding village law as police law. 
Thus, councils had been transformed into agents of state 
legal power in a realm where village consensus had not been 
firmly established. This mantle of state authority was neverthe-
less suspect because it was measured, ultimately, by trooper 
activity. 
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AVCP records of the period are replete with critic ism of 
trooper service and questions regarding the authority of coun-
cilmen to intervene actively in drinking behavior as if they were 
police and not consensus building agents. 
(1967 Excerpt) 
There was a point brought up about the difficulty of getting 
a trooper out to the villages. Ray Christiansen [state senator] 
mentioned that if the people would complain to him he would take 
this matter up with the Commissioner [of Public Safety]. 
President Paukan (St. Mary's) mentioned too that sometimes 
when they call the Trooper he never comes. Ray Christiansen men-
tioned that they need a letter to the effect of the Trooper and 
send a copy to the Commissioner [of Public Safety]. Last year 
when the Commissioner was here a question was asked how to con-
tact the Trooper. He said if it is an emergency to call on the 
radio and if it is not to write a letter. Paul John stated that 
the Trooper should inform the village when he will come out then 
the council would be ready to meet him. Ray Christiansen pointed 
out that the State Trooper was appropriated more money this year 
to do more traveling. Kenneth Cleveland asked if a person could 
take away a bottle from a person before he starts drinking and 
getting wild. Paul Guy stated that you can take an opened bottle 
away and pour it out with a witness with you. Henry Evon (of 
Kwigillingok) said that when a person is drunk they wait until he 
is sober to fine him. If he is drinking at home they cannot 
bother him unless he is raising some trouble [AVCP 1967:19]. 
(1968 Excerpt) 
Elias Joseph mentioned that the problem they have with the 
State Police is that they never come to Alakanuk when called. 
Kenneth Chase (of Aniak) said that the laws of the villages 
should be based on the State laws so that the police would come 
right away when called. Charlie Fitka of Fortuna Ledge said that 
on the minor things that happen in the village they should be 
taken care of instead of calling on the police. 
President Paukan said that we will find out how much area the 
Deputy Magistrates cover. Perhaps the Emmonak Deputy Magistrate 
can take care of Alakanuk problems. It was agreed upon that we 
would wait for Nora Guinn to come to the meeting and tell her the 
problems that we have about the police not coming to the village 
when called. Henry Evon suggested that if a person has something 
to say, he should stand up, be recognized first and then talk ... 
Nora Guinn, District Judge, said that every Deputy Magistrate 
in the district has access to a State Law book. Anyone could use 
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them all the time but they cannot remove them from the court 
room. Elias Joseph said that former council members were against 
penalizing people that break the laws so many times. At the last 
meeting it was agreed upon to start penalizing the people that 
break the laws. President Paukan said he was going to call on 
each Village President and they will mention their problems ... " 
[AVCP 1967:8] 
When the complaint about trooper services was raised at yet a 
third meeting of the AVCP, in 1968, Trooper John Malone was 
called into the meeting: 
Malone reported that he was the only trooper from McGrath 
down to the Coast and further he lacked both a radio system and a 
secretary. He said the only things that he tried to handle right 
away were of a criminal nature and emergencies. (AVCP Sept. 
1968, P. 9) 
As is indicated in the transcript, many persons questioned 
enforcement of council rules. The recidivists who challenged the 
village council weakened its authority. State law agents did not 
appear and village consensus was not formed in the realm of alco-
hol and behavior. 
While state officials may not have understood the complaint 
of Elias Joseph, as quoted in the transcript, it was f unda-
mental. Both the legal authority of the council and that 
authority derived from a village consensus on alcohol use were 
suspect. Persons whose behavior demonstrated persistent 
disrespect for council rules challenged both the village consen-
sus and the authority of the village council in all of its work 
as a social control agent. 
Where councils could not rely on state police to remove the 
off ender and thereby make explicit the relationship to state 
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legal power and its demands, councils found it difficult to form 
a working consensus on alcohol use. 
A review of letters received by the trooper during this 
period and for some years thereafter illustrates the kind of 
working relationship that the councils of many villages attempted 
to develop with state law enforcement. Using counseling and 
fining, each council had attempted to deal with an individual who 
had engaged in alcohol-related conduct on a number of occasions. 
The final call for assistance was usually a request for removal 
of the person from the village to Bethel, but these requests were 
rarely honored. "And this is not the first time" was an oft-
repeated phrase in letters reviewed by the author. 
In these early AVCP deliberations, one village official asked 
explicitly how persons could be expelled from villages and he was 
informed that such expulsion was illegal. Yet in the years that 
followed, the legal system was used as one means to expel resi-
dents from village to town. 
Still Bethel came to be viewed not only as the source of 
liquor problems which could not be resolved within the village 
context, but as the appropriate repository for persons whose 
alcohol-related conduct made them unwelcome in the villages. 
Removal to Bethel of recalcitrant residents came to be viewed as 
the only significant result of calling into play state legal 
authority. 
The transformation of village 
renewing agents within the context 
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councils from consensus 
of individualized social 
control to law imposing agents over persons who perceived drunken 
behavior as an escape from social control enjoyed only limited 
success. When their attorney secured for defendants the right to 
return to their home village after arrest and release on bail or 
on their own recognizance in the early 1970s, villagers 
complained that persons arrested of ten returned before the victim 
(McKenzie, 1976). 
expulsion system. 
The criminal law system was inadequate as an 
By the 1970s among the Bethel residents were at least twenty 
adults who claimed to be residents of various villages but who 
drank so heavily and consistently that they were unlikely to be 
welcomed if they returned to the villages. 
THE PROBLEM FROM A TRADITIONAL PERSPECTIVE 
State alcohol law and the limited state capacity to control 
alcohol-related conduct outside of the town limits presented a 
challenge which was without parallel for small Eskimo societies 
in their history of white contact. 
To understand the nature of the crisis and to further under-
stand the changes in villages served by Bethel, one must con-
sider, first, the inner logic of traditional Eskimo social 
control. 
Eskimo law ways, though variant in details from group to 
group, had as a hallmark no dependence upon legal institutions. 
Instead, individuals were guided by noncoercive social cues. One 
did not intervene aggressively in the life of another without due 
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consideration to the ongoing relationship with the person 
affected and without due consideration of his reputation within 
the group. 
Those who challenged this autonomy of others (including 
leaders) were talked about or ridiculed. These social pressures 
were powerful weapons where group membership and ultimate sur-
vival were at stake. 
This inner logic of Eskimo law ways was meaningful for the 
Eskimo person who contemplated aggression upon his neighbor. It 
also influenced those who were delegated the responsibility to 
intervene in the problems of other, and finally, it influenced 
the character of intervention. 
Eskimo village councils which were formed by contacts with 
non-Native authority - the teachers, the missionaries, the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs, and territorial and state officials, drew upon 
the tradition of the kashim, the men's sanctuary and ceremonial 
center common to many Eskimo villages. In the kashim, elders 
would counsel young people without singling out specific individ-
uals for punishment. 
Those who saw in village council activity kinds of tribal 
police courts were somewhat misled. Council techniques were 
originally not explicitly those of Western courts. They did not 
meet merely to assess innocence and guilt according to preset 
rules and to punish with fines and jail sentences. Council mem-
bers were as grounded in the precept of limited or even non-
intervention in the affairs of others as was the typical 
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villager. John Honigmann wrote, "By themselves, Eskimos leave it 
largely to individuals to recognize when they have exceeded 
limits of permissible behavior. Eskimos rely heavily on shame or 
guilt to signal that they have done wrong or merited disapproval" 
(Honigmann and Honigmann, 1965:242). 
Council techniques were cautious and non-coercive. Both per-
sons asked to appear before Eskimo village councils and 
bystanders had to be persuaded that council intervention was 
logical and appropriate. 
unquestionable authority 
Councils did not enjoy the automatic, 
behind badges of Western authority. 
Members were, first, fellow villagers. Councils had to develop a 
clear, rationale for intervention and for punishment, if merited, 
on a case-by-case basis. 
This basis for authority was developed in two ways. One 
approach was to communicate village norms to the deviant so as to 
seek, as representatives of the village, an understanding with 
the deviant regarding appropriate behavior in the village. The 
second approach was to act as the agent of territorial and, 
later, state police or, in other words, as a buffer between the 
citizenry and direct intervention by Western law. 
To the extent that a council explicitly represented outside 
authority, it was capable of meting out punishment without pro-
viding the deviant and the community with a logical basis for 
intervention in the conduct of another. However, such a posture 
was hard to achieve for village councils. One might view the 
development of village rules, based on state law, in 1963 as an 
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attempt to clothe councils with a very limited mantle of external 
authority. When councils complained that police did not come 
when called by the council or did not consult the council when 
they entered the village, the underlying message was that outside 
authority undercut this important source of derived authority and 
this important village rationale for council intervention. 
In the early 1960s, village officials discovered that the 
substantive law regarding alcohol control prohibited a local ban 
of liquor use which had been the traditional mainstay of alcohol 
control in the village. State law offered instead to village 
councils a set of statutes and regulations developed on the 
assumptions that liquor use £y adults was the norm and that 
deviant behavior an exception to be checked £y police action. 
The logic of state law was so at variance with the historical 
message of teachers, missionaries and territorial law enforcement 
that village councils now found their role as social control 
agents to be sharply limited or even precluded (Collier: 1973). 
As discussed earlier, an increase in the supply of liquor 
available to villagers coincided with a lessening of the isola-
tion of the village and its social realm from the larger realm of 
the region. The effect of the most extreme penalty of village 
justice - expulsion from the village and its network of social 
and economic relationships was substantially muted by the 
opportunities available to villagers to migrate to other villages 
or even to break free of village social control by migrating into 
the town where each person could become a stranger among 
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strangers. 
In earlier days, village councils, supported by teachers, 
missionaries, territorial law, and, indirectly, by limited oppor-
tunities to purchase liquor for transport to the village, had 
been able to focus on possession of liquor within the village, 
not on liquor-related conduct. By the mid-1960s, however, liquor 
traffic had become a fixture of regional traffic. State law was 
not consistent in its support of liquor bans in the villages. It 
had legalized private use and possession of liquor. Moreover, a 
younger generation had discovered that drunken comportment pro-
vided "time out" from dealing with the demands of both white and 
Native society. 
Although drinking has been known to occur in Southwestern 
villages since the turn of the century, the problem of alcohol 
traffic and consumption which village leaders confronted in their 
discussions with state officials was of an entirely new dimen-
sion. It was as open-ended as the availability of liquor was 
open-ended. A social consensus, especially one that universally 
restricted individual rights to possess, use and share liquor, 
was hard to articulate and confirm through council action. State 
law agents provided no direct support for suppressing liquor use. 
CONCLUSION 
This discussion of the history of alcohol control in the 
Bethel region in the decade immediately following statehood 
reveals that the problems of jurisdiction which had plagued 
Alaska since the Russian era continued and, indeed, were 
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multiplied by the transformation of the territory into a state. 
Moreover, as contact between formerly isolated Native communities 
and Western society increased, the cultural and economic changes 
evident in Native society further complicated the alcohol control 
issue. 
AFTERWORD 
In 1986, after a quarter century of statehood for Alaska, 
Native villages have been offered a state-legislated option to 
vote a ban on possession of liquor in their villages (Alaska 
State Legislature: House Bill 700). Once again prohibition of 
alcohol has been posited as a way to deal with alcohol problems. 
The bill would be enforced at the village level through issuance 
of civil citations and not through criminal law penalties. Fines. 
up to $1,000 could be imposed and vehicles used in transport of 
liquor into dry villages could be confiscated. Both incorporated 
and unincorporated villages could supervise community work 
programs which would allow impoverished offenders to work off 
civil fines. 
As in the past a jurisdictional conflict between powerful 
non-Native forces forms the backdrop to this legislation. After 
an opinion by the Associate Solicitor, Division of Indian 
Affairs, in 1980 holding that Allakaket, as a dependent Indian 
community, could be delegated authority under federal Indian 
liquor law to ban possession, two Alaska villages had bans on 
possession approved by the Secretary of Interior.8 
It is evident that the legal issues related to alcohol 
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control and the Alaska Native population continue to involve 
jurisdictional questions, as they have for over 100 years. 
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FOOTNOTES 
1 The federal prohibition of the sale of intoxicants to Indians 
first appeared in the Intercourse Act of 1802 (Act of March 30, 
1802, Ch. 13, Sec. 21, 2 Stat. 139, 146). AS 25 U.S.C. 
Secs. 241-50 was repealed by the Act of June 25, 1948, ch. 645, 
sec. 21, 62 Stat. 683, 862. Thus, prohibition of sales to Alaska 
Natives was a policy inherited as a portion of the received 
Indian law doctrine of the contiguous United States. See Felix 
s. Cohen, "Indian Liquor Laws" in Handbook of Federal Indian Law 
(1942) pp. 352-357. 
However, peculiarities in the legal status of Alaska Natives 
and the territory of Alaska determined that, according to Cohen, 
"Alaska [was] not covered by the [national] Indian Liquor Laws". 
(Cohen, 1942:357). Congress passed special legislation on liquor 
for the territory, including a grant to control liquor traffic to 
the territorial legislature. Act of April 13, 
48 Stat. 583, 584. 
Cohen summarizes the Alaskan situation as follows: 
The Act of July 27, 1868, 15 Stat. 234, 241, R.S. 
§ 1955, gave the President power to regulate importation 
and sale of distilled spirits in Alaska. Four years 
later the case of United States v. Seveloff, 27 Fed. 
Cas. No. 16252 (D.C. Ore., 1872) decided that Alaska was 
not Indian country and that the special Indian liquor 
laws did not extend to the new territory. In the 
following year, Congress extended the Indian liquor laws 
to Alaska by the Act of March 3, 1873, 17 Stat. 510, 
530. Again by the Act of May 17, 1884, 23 Stat. 24, 
Congress prohibited importation, manufacture, and sale 
of intoxicants to all of Alaska and its inhabitants. 
This measure was amended by the Act of March 3, 1899, 
sec. 142, 30 Stat. 1253, 1274 to limit the prohibition 
to selling to Indians. 
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1934, 
As amended by the Act of February 6, 1909, 35 Stat. 
600, 603, the Act of 1899 remains in force [in 1942]. 
In answer to the question of the Secretary of the 
Interior as to whether the Indian liquor laws apply to 
Alaska, the Acting Solicitor of the Department of the 
Interior in 1937 gave his opinion that they do not. His 
opinion reached the following conclusion: 
It is evident, therefore, that Congress did not 
regard those provisions i.e. the Indian liquor laws, 
as having application to the natives of Alaska~ 
otherwise, the enactment of section 142 above 
[30 Stat. 1274] would not have been necessary. That 
the territorial legislature entertained a like view 
is shown by the fact that it has also seen fit to 
deal specially with the subject of liquor control 
among the Alaska natives (see section 4063, Compiled 
Laws of Alaska, 1933). In any event, the enactment 
by Congress of a special liquor law for the natives 
of Alaska makes the general enactment found in 
Section 241 [25 U.S.C.] locally inapplicable (Op. 
Sol., I.D., M.29147, May 6, 1937, pp. 18, 19) (Cohen, 
1942:357). 
2 I refer to further legitimization because the work of village 
councils established by teachers and missionaries which involved 
enforcement of village ordinances could be said to have been made 
legal by territorial legislation that allowed communities which 
had no judge or U.S. Commissioner to employ their city councils 
as police courts. 
3 Documents from the territorial period discuss the situation 
of Eskimo families of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. The descendants 
of these families would later relate to Bethel, its liquor -supply 
and its law enforcement. 
Walter E. Cochran, who, as a member of Sheldon Jackson's 
Bureau of Education from 1909 to 1915, directed a school and 
reindeer station in Mountain Village, reported to the governor 
that the 5, 000 Eskimos in the region had at that time met few 
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white men other than Bureau of Education employees and Roman 
Catholic priests. Thus, their situation was very different from 
that of Eskimos to the north who had had substantial contact with 
foreigners (Report of the Governoe, 1915:31). 
Cochran's letter reveals how liquor control was tied to plans 
implemented by teacher-missionaries to settle Eskimos into vil-
lages and to introduce village councils as forms of self-
government: 
[The Eskimos] are kind, peaceable, can be taught to be 
industrious, honest, and reliable members of the native 
population of the north, and no difficulty need be 
encountered in bringing about this desirable result if 
they are understood. 
To accomplish this, two courses of immediate procedure 
are necessary: First, the complete abolition of the 
making of intoxicating drinks by native traders and 
others, and, second, the consolidation of the scattered 
villages of underground igloos into central community 
centers at desirable and sanitary locations, where sani-
tary cabins may replace the damp, cold, and filthy 
underground igloo. The conditions that now exist in 
these igloos no human being can describe - one can only 
know after he visits them. 
The first result can, in my judgment, be accomplished 
only in one way, and that is by placing a special agent 
for the suppression of the liquor traffic in the delta. 
The special officer for the suppression of the liquor 
traffic in the second judicial division I have met and 
believe him to be a sincere officer, but unless an agent 
can devote his entire time to this vast region no per_-
manent results will follow; and if a man who- understands 
these natives can spend one winter or rather one year in 
this delta, he can stop this traffic that is destroying 
thie race, and can do it without prosecuting except in 
very rare instances. Furthermore, by bringing them 
together in larger communities and establishing mild 
forms of self-government among them, it will be easy 
after this is accomplished to reach them with any 
influence necessary for the complete eradication of this 
degrading and destructive practice. I have talked to 
large assemblages of these natives, and I am not 
guessing at what may be done, but am certain that the 
plans suggested can be carried out, to the salvation of 
the worthwhile people. 
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The second course for their permanent betterment is 
industrial education. This can be accomplished easily 
when the above-mentioned communities are established and 
the liquor problem is solved, and assuredly not 
before. . • . 
The Bureau of Education has been unable to reach very 
far into this tundra, on account of limited 
appropriations, but where they have gone the results are 
manifest and serve to illustrate my contention that 
where a chance is given them they will do their part. 
The Jesuit fathers in the Akularak region have done 
much good and saved many lives of children, but their 
work is necessarily local, and their mission is abso-
lutely unable to cope with the liquor situation. 
The chief thing needed in the beginning is legally 
constituted authority, combined with patience, common 
sense, and a knowledge of the people, a man of backbone 
yet who has sympathy and honest motives, and the results 
of the work of such a man will be evident within a few 
months after the beginning of this service. 
The idea of consolidating the scattered villages, 
industrial training, and the establishment of new herds 
of reindeer is undoubtedly the solution of the problem 
(Cochran letter in Annual Report of Governor, 
1915:31-32). 
Thomas Gaffney, special agent for the suppression of liquor 
traffic among the Indians, for the second judicial di vision, 
reported to the Governor: 
The Yukon delta is composed of numbers of sloughs 
and watercourses, rendering it impossible for anyone 
unacquainted with the topography of the country to 
discover any particular place. The immensity of the 
vast stretch of this low-lying land, barely above 
Ordinary high Water I has tO be Seen in Order tO -form 
any idea of the territory embodied therein. The 
natives, with which this report has to deal, live on 
the south branch of the Yukon, known locally by the 
name of the Kusilvak River, which name is no doubt 
derived from the lofty mountain situated on the same 
side of the river and about 50 miles inland. With a 
good light-draft launch I reached the headquarters of 
the Akaulavak River. The river is about 50 miles from 
the open sea, and along this stretch I visited 10 
villages with a population of 350 persons. At the 
head of the Akoulavak I met the missionary fathers 
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from St. Marys Mission, situated about 50 miles 
inland. The Akoulavak is one of the many rivers or 
sloughs wh.ich break from the main river and empty into 
the sea, some as far south as Hooper Bay. The natives 
I met at the various fishing villages live inland on 
these sloughs in the wintertime, and quite a few of 
them around the mission, where the United States 
Bureau of Education maintains a school, employing one 
of the sisters for teaching the natives, the Jesuit 
father told me, but owing to the primitive conditions 
existing here the progress is necessarily slow. They 
condemned severely the practice prevailing among the 
natives of making "cold whisky," and were most opti-
mistic with regard to the benefits that would accrue 
from the presence of a Government agent among them. 
They promised to inform the natives in the various 
places they would visit of the nature of my mission, 
and assured me they felt thankful that some steps were 
being taken to stop this most pernicious practice. 
There are, I should judge, about 1,000 people in this 
section between this bank of the river and the 
Kuskokwim delta. They are the most primitive in their 
ways and their mode of living of any natives I have 
met in this di vision. Their habits of life are very 
uncleanly and progress along sanitary and hygienic 
lines is very slow. This is distinctly noticeable 
among the elder natives, the younger ones showing a 
very good tendency toward improvement. Owing to the 
nomadic life of these natives development is bound to 
be slower than in other sections. Their slight inter-
course with civilization also accentuates this condi-
tion. Not many white men visit this section, except 
the trader, as its economic weal th lies in its furs 
principally, if not entirely. The value of the furs 
gathered in this section I should estimate conserv-
atively at from $60,000 to $75,000 yearly. There are 
skins of the hair seal, and oogaruk and seal oil are 
other products of the coastal plain and serve to pro-
vide clothing, food, and fuel. The scarcity of wood 
in the interior and the natural indolence of the 
natives in gathering wood makes the seal oil the only 
source of fuel and light in the wintertime~ 
But it is in connection with the dealings of the 
traders and the natives that my report specifically 
relates, as it is through the traders and their sub-
agents that the use of "cold whisky" or "sourdough" is 
carefully cultivated and encouraged. For years these 
primitive people knew no law or code of morals except 
such as was propounded to them by the white trader, 
many of whom they looked upon with reverential awe. 
It is needless to say the code of morals inculcated 
did not serve to advance the interests of the natives 
either morally or materially. The Eskimos are prover-
bially shrewd in bartering or trading and it is in 
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order to set aside their natural shrewdness and 
caution that some traders (not all of them I must say) 
have had to resort to the most depraved and criminal 
methods, namely, the debauching of the natives by the 
vilest kinds of whisky of extracts, composed of 50 per 
cent of alcohol, until they became easy victims of the 
trader's cupidity. Through the vigilant efforts of 
the superintendent of native schools of this district, 
assisted by the school-teachers and the missionaries, 
the traffic in straight whisky and extracts has been 
greatly minimized, and, I may add, that through their 
endeavors principally the sale of extracts has been 
entirely abandoned. But a worse and far more injuri-
ous method has been introduced which reduces the 
native to the uttermost depths of poverty and human 
degradation. This is the "cold whisky" or "sourdough" 
beverage, made from flour and sugar fermented, which, 
instead of being used for human sustenance, is used 
for this vile purpose, leaving the native totally 
impoverished. The destitution from this source alone 
last winter in this region was something dreadful. 
Mr. Cochran, the Government teacher at Mountain 
Village, assured me last winter that he had been told 
by natives from the Kusilvak that destitution was 
widespread from this cause. And knowing Mr. Cochran's 
good work among the natives, and his familiarity with 
them, I have no doubt this statement is correct. It 
was toward the abolition of this evil that I concen-
trated my efforts during my short trip in the month of 
June. This beverage, drunk in a half-fermented state, 
produces stupefaction and sickness of the stomach 
simply indescribable. Not only does it leave the 
victim a prey to the unscrupulousness of the trader, 
but it severely undermines the heal th of male and 
female. The most wanton distribution of this stuff is 
done by subtraders employed by the big traders, who 
are all natives recruited from their people on account 
of certain merits they possess, such as cold, deliber-
ate cunning and physical prowess, both of which traits 
are brought into requisition to separate their credu-
lous and timid people from their worldly goods. That 
some of them are inveterate scoundrels goes without 
saying. The Hon. Frank Waskey, first Delegate to 
Congress from Alaska, and now United States commis-
sioner at Marshall, ran across one of these fellows 
last spring while on a trip through this country, and 
found on his sled a small barrel of this "cold whisky" 
which he was using for trading purposes. He dumped 
the stuff out after taking a sample bottle, which he 
forwarded to the United States district attorney at 
Nome for examination. 
Before concluding, I beg to state that too much 
credit can not be given to the school teachers and the 
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missionaries for the good work they have done and are 
doing among the natives in the various sections I have 
visited this past years (Gaffney letter, Annual Report 
of the Governor, 1915:32-33). 
4 The federal representatives at the Bethel meeting may not 
have understood the continuing legal relationship between Alaska 
Native tribes as Dependent Indian Communities on Indian Country. 
This relationship validated federal delegation to tribes of the 
authority to enforce federal Indian liquor laws, including prohi-
bition laws. This legal position was clarified in Liquor 
Problems in "Indian Country" in Alaska (unpublished memo of the 
Associate Solicitor, Indian Affairs, which confirmed that "if an 
organized native group does not elect to permit liquor on its 
reserve or in its community, the Federal Indian liquor laws still 
apply," September 26, 1967.) More pointedly, however, the same 
opinion noted that, while responsibility for enforcement of the 
Indian liquor laws rests with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, 
"Since 1958, when Public Law 280 was extended to Alaska, the 
Bureau has had no special officers or agents for the suppression 
of liquor traffic in Alaska. Bureau files reflect that after the 
1948 Solicitor's letter, indicating applicability of the Federal 
liquor laws to Alaska, consideration was given to enforcement, 
but there was a lack of sufficient Bureau perso~nel and the sub-
ject was not pursued." 
Public Law 280 was extended to Alaska because Native groups 
allegedly had neither laws of their own nor enforcement mecha-
nisms to fill the gap left by an absence of federal law 
enforcement. 
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As the AVCP minutes indicate, the state was not prepared to 
delegate its authority to Native villages to prohibit liquor 
except as those village rules conformed with state law. 
5 Krauss notes that 1965 was, in fact, a pivotal year in that 
suicides among Natives doubled. The problem of suicide centered 
around Alaska Natives in their teens and early twenties and was 
more common in towns than in villages (Krauss, 1977:2). 
6 Still, transportation, with the advent of the snow machine, 
had improved between Bethel and nearby or villages during winter 
months, and summer traffic by boat was steady. 
7 Indian Reorganization Act, Act of June 18, 1934, 48 Stat. 
984, 25 USC 461 et seq. 
8 See 48 Fed. Reg 30195 (June 30, 1983) (Village of Northway 
Liquor Control Ordinance); 48 Fed. Reg. 213 7 3 (May 12, 198 3) 
(Village of Chalkyitsik Liquor Control Ordinance). 
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LIQUOR. TRAFFIC AMONG TJ-IE NATIVES. 
The work of the special employees for the st1ppres~ion of the 
liquor traffic among the natives of Alaska during the fiscal year has 
been noteworthy, first, becnuse of the number of cnses that han been 
successfully prosecuted and the very apparent effect thnt their work 
has produced in n prenntirn wny. This. is nppnrc!lt from the fact 
that there is less drinking of liquors by I1Hlinns and fewer cases of 
illicit mnnufnct-urc of native intoxicants, nnd with it n clec·rense in 
the commission of other crimes caused by.the liquor trnflic among the 
natives. The number of nnests nncl com·ictions of offenc.lcrn for 
.c1;imes other than selling and givii1g liquor to Indians may b~ noted. 
These arrests were n direct result of the trnflic nnd caused by it. 
'Yhile the average native takes to reel liquor ns naturally ns a duck 
takes to "·ater, it is worthy of note thnt there nre mnn.r cnrncst nnd 
sincere natiYes who are rell! workers in the cause of temperance and 
sobriety mnc>'ng their people, nnd the drinking of intoxicants is clis-
courngecl, Loth by precept nnd example; nncl the efforts of these men 
nre beginning to benr some fruit. Such nnth·es cooperate with tho 
Gornrnment special ngents in their work of Suppres:;ing the· trnflicJ 
and accordingly excelle)it rei::mlts are iipparent. 
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Four special emploj·ees ivcrc employed during the year, one in each 
of the four judicin! divisions, their respective headquarters being 
.nt Juneau, Nome, '\· aldez, nnd Ruby. Each of these officers covers 
an extcnsirn territory, and in the second, third, nncl fourth judicial 
dil'isions the;y frequently must make Ion~ journeys, both by land 
and wate:r;", with the means of transportation often slo-\v and uncer-
tain. They are required to mnke monthly reports to the governor's 
office show_ing their itineraries ·and the results of their work eacl1 
day of the month. These reports show that a total of 66 :persons . 
were arrested .bl or at t~e instance of the special officers durmg the 
year. In adchtlon to tlus number, cases were prosecuted upon evi-
dence obtained by deputy United States marshals. Of the coses pre-
sented1 41 were in the first judicial division, six in the second, 20 in 
the third, and 1'7 in the fourth. 'l'he chargesfreferred agninst the 
se\'eral defendants, and the disposition made o the cases in the ·first 
judicial di vision are as follows: ·· 
Furnishing liquo1· to nati'l•es (p1·osecutions under the Federal 
statute) .-Two persons arrested and dismissed upon hearings l>efore 
commissioner for Jack of evidence; one dismissed upon hearing be-
cause of failure of compfoining witness to appear; one case taken 
direct to grand jury, which failed to indict; two bound ove1·, indicted, 
and found not guiity upon trial in district court; three bound over, 
indicted, found guilty. and given two months each in jail; three 
bound over, indicted, found cruilty, and pven three months each in 
jail; two bound over, indicted, found gmlty, and ginn four months 
m jail; two bound onr, indicted; found guilty, and given fin and 
six months, respecti\-ely, in jnil; one bound over, indicted: founcl 
guilty, and given two years in the penitentiary . 
. Givinq liquor to Indians (p1·osecutions under chapter 51, Session 
Lau:s o/ Alaska, 191-5) .-One discharged upon hearmg before com-
missioner owing to lnck of evidence; one (Chinese) plead eel guilty 
·nn<l was fined $200; one pleaded guilty and was fined $150; one ( na-
th·e) found guilty and given two months in jail; four found guilty 
and ginn three months each in jail; four found guilty nl).cl given 
100 <lavs each in jail; one found ·13uilty and given four months in 
jail; three found guilty and given Jail sentences of 200, 250, nnd 260 
days respectively. · · . 
]);uni.:. and diso1'de1·Zy (prosecutions before the municipal courts 
of Juneau an<l KetcMl,:an).-Seven natins were successfully prose-
cuted; one was gil'en a jail sentence of five days, one was fined $15, 
two were fined $20 each, two were finecl $25 each, and one was 
fined $i5. . · . 
The special·officer in the first division performed a large amount of 
patrol and investigation work during the yea1·, which w·as fruitful· 
of results in preventing violations of law and in preserving order in 
outlying· communities not usually visited by regular peace officers. 
Six arrests were made by the special officer working in the second 
judicial cfo·ision' during the fiscal yenr; fh·e of the defendants were 
bound O\·er to the grnncl jury, one clefenclnnt being released upon a 
hearing before the United States commissioner. The grand jury re-
turned true bills against four of the clefenclnnts, who were bound ornr 
to nwnit its action and a not true bill as to the other one. Upon trinl 
the four persons in.dieted were found guilty; one was finecl $100 and 
one was sentenced to three months in jail; ,one wns sentenced to a yen r 
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·and one to 15 months in the penitentiary. This officer also did a large 
amount of pati·ol and investigation work throughout his division 
during the year, traveling several thousand miles, both by steamer 
and by dog team. · . 
Twenty persons were arrested by or at the instance of the special 
officer in the third judicial division during the fiscal year. The 
charges brought agamst the several defendnnts and the disposition 
made of their cases were as follows: 
Assault with deadly weapon.-One white man bound over and case 
awaitin~ action of grand jury at the end of the fiscal year. · 
Fu:rnishing liquor to ·natives (p1·osecutio11s under the Pedeml 
·atatute).-One white man bound oYer, h1dicted, pleaded guilty, and· 
sentenced to one year in the penitentiary; one Japanese bound over, 
indicted, found guilty, and sentenced to one year in the penitentiary; 
one native bound over, indicted, found guilty, nncl sentenced to 130 
days in jail; three white men, one Japanese, and one natirn bound. 
over a~d cases awaiting action of the grand jury at the end of the 
.fiscal year. , · 
Giving liquor to natfres (prosecutions muler chapter 51, Session 
Laws of Alaska, 1915).-Three natives were com·ictecl before the 
United. States com1~issioner nnd sentencec~ to GO days each in jail; 
one natn-e was conncted and a fine of $120 imposed, which was sern~d 
out in jail at the rate of $2 per day; two white men were convicted 
nnd sentenced to £our months each in jnil; one was com·ictecl and sen-
tenced to six months in jail; one was convicted nncl sentenced to three 
months in jail; one was convicted and sentenced to two months in 
jail, and.one was convicted nncl sentenced to one month in jail. · 
Selling Zigu<Jr without a li'cense.-Onc white man convicted before # 
commissioner and fined $500. · 
· The special office1: for the third judicial clivisron '{lerformed a forge 
amount. of patrol nnd inYestigation work in, the district during tho 
year and much good was accomplished in this way. 
In the fourth judicial division l'i persons were arrested .by or at 
the instance of the special officer during the fiscal year. The charges 
brought against the seYeral defendants and the disposition made of 
the cases were as follows: 
Assault.-Two natives found guilty upon henr!ng be_f ore the com-
missioner and sentenced to 60 and 90 days, 1·espechvely, m the Federal 
jail. · 
Attempted 'rape:-On,e native hound over to. the grand ji.1ry, in-
dicted, found guilty upon trial in the district court, nnd sentenced to 
12 years in the penitentiary. 
/Ji.so1·ilerly r:_onduct.-Two nntives found guilty before the commis-
sioner and fined $25 and costs and $10 nnd costs, respectiYely. 
·Disturbing the peace.-Two natins founcl guilty before the com-
missioner and fined $30 ancl costs each, the fines being sen·ed out in 
• ·1 - . . 
JnFurni8hing liquor to natives.-Two nati,·es arrested, but dismissed 
upon hearing before the commissioner and held ns witnesses in n case 
against ii white man; two white men bouncl over to the grand jury 
and awaiting action of that body at the encl of the fiscal year. 
PU1·chasing moose meat in the close scason.-One white man found 
guilty before corrnnissioner uncl fined $200. 
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Rapc.-One nntirn bound O\'el' to the grnnrl jury, indicted, found 
guilty upon trial before the district court, and sentenrecl to n term of 
10 Years in the penitentiary. 
Selling moose meat in the clo.~e season.-One nati ,-e, dismissed 
upon hearing before the commissioner. 
Belling Zi~uo1· without a license.-One white man found· auilty 
before the commissioner nnd fined $100 nncl (·osts, the same being 
served out in j ai I. . 
Bending poison th1•ough ·the mails.-One white man bound o\·er to 
the grand jur~': indicted, found guilty upon trial be.fore the district 
court., nnd sentenced to a term of two years in the penitentiary. 
Vagrancy.-One 'vhite man found guilty upon henring before the 
commissioner and sentenced to 160 days in jnil. 
' 
TERRITORIAL OFFICERS. 
l lun-e to renew the recommendation contained in the last two 
annual reports of this office that the offices of the suneyor general 
and ex ofHcio secretary of Alaska be segregated and that nn annual 
appropriation be made for the maintenance of the latter office. There 
is nothinl)' in common between the work of the ofliccs as nt present 
conducte('f. nncl the needs of the Territory require thnt the smTeyor 
~eneral shall gfre undivided attention to that office. 'Yith the prom-
ised extensi,·e clenlopment of .Afoska and the increase of population 
the office of the secretary o:f Alaska will become more ancl more im-
portant. For the present to it might be attached n bureau of immi-
gration ancl im1nstrial statistics, two lines of endcnYor of Ynst im-
portance to the Territory not only in the immediate present, but in 
the future ns well. The same oflice might also assume the duties of 
registrar of \"ital statistics, nn office created bY the Territorial legis-
latm·e: whieh is 110\\· peing filled by the sm·,·e~:or general as ex oflicio 
secreta1 \" of the Terntorv. He recein~s fees to the maximum amount 
of $:?.;)60 n year for se1:dces rcnclerecl° the Territo1·\· in connection 
with his dutfos ns secretnry of Alnska and ns registmi· of vital statis-
tics.. It ma\" be added thnt Congress has newr made any provision 
for the mai'ntenance or equipment of the oflice of the secretary of 
Alaska. The offices of the Territorial treasurer nnd Territorial in-
spector of mines were created by the legislature, session of Hl13, these 
officinls being appointed by the ~onrnor for a term of four years. 
The office of the attorney genern1 was created at the 1915 session of 
the legislature. The office is elecfo·e and will l1e filled at the general 
election in S onmbe1·, 1016. The treasurer of the Territorv receives 
a salary of $4:000 a yea1;; the Te1:ritorial mine inspecto1' $3:000~ with 
an e_xpense allo,rnnce of a like amount; nnd the attorney general wjll 
rece1n a salary of $5,000 per y~ar. There are nlso four road comn11s-
sioners! one in each of the four judicial di,·isions, ~hese officials being 
elected for the term of two years. · · 
PUBLIC BUILDINGS. 
ln ·1010 Congress nnthorized the erection of a public building at 
Juneau, the capital of Alaska, to cost, with the site, $200,0QO. .A site' 
was purchased at a cost to the GoYernmcnt of $22,500-an excellent · 
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APPENDIX 3 
TL.{RITORY OF ALASKA 
PROTECTION OF GAME 
SUPPRESSING TRAFFIC IN INTOXICATING LIQUORS 
Hon. Geo. A. Parks, 
Governor of Alaska 
Juneau, Alaska. 
Dear Sir: 
Tanana, Alaska, July 1, 1930. 
NOTE:- Seco~d Division Report of 
arrests list~d ~n ~a~e 7. 
I have the honor to submit herewith my annual 
report. as s·pecial off leer for the suppression of the 
liquor traffic among natives in the Fourth division of 
Alaska, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1930. 
A good gas boat with a house on it, where an 
off leer could make his home dureing the summer season 
while patrolling the waters of the several rivers in 
the division, would do much in puttine an end to the 
liquor traffic and drunkeness among the natives. The 
indian like the v1hite man throughout the Fourth division 
of Alaska, has becorie adept in the ways and means of 
screening himself from the eyes of the law, by hiding 
his illicit distillery in secretive places, where the 
off lcer would hardly be expected to visit or look for 
distilleries. The whiskey once made, ls cached in 
secluded spots and not drawn on, until wanteC.. for sale 
or drunken parties. These places being off of the reeu-
lar route of travel and out of sight and ear. shot, the 
officer in search and travel on hurriedly trip; will 
~oat likely overlook them. If it were possible for the 
officer to remain some leneth, at these places and make 
a careful search, where liquor conditions are mown to 
be notorious; there is nodoubt but what his efforts would 
be rev1arded by arrests and convictions. 
The following is a report of liquor conditions 
where I have visited or otherwise obtained through 
substantial sources, 
Yukon River Section:-
Circle:- For a small place, I considered condi-
tions bad. The several arrests which I ma~e during the 
spring of.1929, should improve matters, however, Circle 
should be visited again during the sprin3 of 1931, in 
order to hold it in check. 
Fort Yu~on:- Conditions among the natives are 
fair, considering the large native population, but there 
are a nur::ber of ilJ lei t stills known to be scattered 
in ~nd around that section of the count:rJ. The natives 
on Salmon River, are reported to be drlnkinc heavy. In 
order to get results, one.should re8ain there for a month. 
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Beaver:- Conditions not bad, however, there are 
some liquor made and drank in a sn::all way. One white man 
has l;>een reported to make 11 moonshine 11 whiskey and sell it 
to all that wish to buy it, and some three natives have 
stills, they are said to be making for their own use and 
not selling much if any. 
Stephen's Village:- Conditions not good. The 
natives, a number of them are said to have real copper 
stills, and some of them are maklne;"moonshlne 11 whlskey 
for the market. Considerable drunkeness have been reported, 
since my last visit. If it were possible for an officer 
to drop in there at the right time, he nodoubt be able 
to clean the place up in good shape. To do this would 
mean a gas ooat trip either out of Tanana or from Circle 
down stream. The latter preferable. 
Rampart:- Conditions are pretty. eood. One white 
man and about two natives are about all that are said to 
be making, which is in a very sma11 way. 
Tanana:- Conditions are good. The Jiquor that 
reaches this place, is brought in from a distance, how-
ever some drinking at times are noticed am~ng the natives, 
but this is not frequent. 
Kelland: - A couple of white men have oeen reported 
.to be making 11 moonshine 11 whiskey in a small way, and some· of 
the liquor has been reported to have been sold in Tanana, 
however the signs are not noticeable. 
Kokrines:-· Conditions have improved some, but 
at that it ls far from bein~ good. One white ~an has 
oeen reported to be making beer and sellln~ to natives, 
and about all of the natives ~ake liquor in some form 
a~d drink it. They are a bunch of drunks. 
Ruby:- Conditions eood. One man is said to 
be making beer and Eelline; lt to white men, hJwever, 
some of the natives along the river in that vicinity 
make"moonshlne"whiskey for their own use, but in the~ 
w
1
hsole the out put .ls very limited, and a drun~en person 
seldon seen. 
Kuyok.uk Station:- CondltlonE not g~od, a great 
many of the natives, are reported to be makine"rr..oonshlne 11 
whis~ey and drunkeness is said to be in vogue. 
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Nulato:- Conditions are not the best, a great 
many of the natives are making 11 moonshine 11 whis1cey and 
drinking heavy, however they keep under cover pretty 
well. They do most of their drinking while on their 
trap lines and not so much as heretofore at their 
fish camps .. 
Kaltae:- Conditions bad, as the natives like 
Nulato and Kuyo~uk Station, make liquor and e;et drunk 
quite frquently. 
_ Anvik:- Conditions fair. Some of the natives 
here make whiskey and sourdoue;h mash, but that section 
is not so bad as in and around Nulato. 
Holy Cross:- Conditions good, taking it as a 
whole am~ng the natives. 
Shageluk Slough Country:- Conditions bad, but 
have improved a lot over two years ago. 
Russian :Uission:- Conditions very good. None 
of the natives here are said to be drinking or making. 
Marshal:- Conditions not bad, but conditions 
are said to be bad in and around the South moutn of the 
Yukon extending down streao to Old Hamilton. Sourdough 
mash is what is made in this section by the natives. 
This is ofcourse in the Second division. 
Galena:- Fifty miles below Ruby._ Conditions 
fair, but some of tt.em make whislcey a!ld are considered 
to be heavy drinKers. 
Koyu~mk River sect ion: -
The lower end of the Koyukuk River, durins the 
trapplne; season, v1here the Nu1ato and. Koyu~uk Station 
nativeE £0 to trap, for aoout 200 miJes up stream, is 
not go:>d, here ls where they operate their tin-c:rn stilJs, 
and their ls much drini~ing and drunkeness. The sumwer 
time, ls different as ~oet of the natives are on the 
Yu~rnn Rive!" fishing, and this part of t.t!e river is alma st 
depopulateC.. 
Wiseman:- Conditions, just f~ir. One white man 
ls c12loed to oe operatine a stiJl u~d se11lnc t:> ootn 
natives anc. wnites. The n!ltives tt.e~seJves, da but very 
lit:.le clstilling liquar, sooe =.a.:e oeer, r,~wcver tner·e 
is S:)~e C.run,.:e!'less a ~ tr: :::vns _em. 
has been reported. 
aside fra~ this, notLine 
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Tanana River Section:-
Chena Village:- Conditions not good. The natives 
buy their whiskey in Fairbanks, and C..rink it at tne villaee. 
None of the natives here, make whiskey, but their is two 
Y-..no'm ·oootlegeers in that Vicinity t:t:at makes whiskey and 
sell it to the~ occasionally, out most of their pro~uct is 
sold in Fairbanks. 
Nenana:- ConGitions fair, nowever tne natives 
drin~c whenever they can buy it, out tne bootlee;~ers are 
getting pretty well thined out. The natives here are 
hard drinlrnrs, but very few of' them m~ke wnis};:ey, some 
of- the'!l rri.:i.l~e beer. The natives here must be held in 
check, in 6r~er to teep them away from the distilling of 
.whiskey, of wrtic11 the~' are apt to do -at anytime. 
~intJ Villace:- All of the natives drink heavy, 
thc~r b'..ly it from outlying places, very few if any are 
making whis~;:ey, but some are making beer. 
Tolovana:- Conditions e,ood. No ~istillery here, 
whit liquor their is, cones in fro~ other places. 
Hot Springs:- Conditions bad. Three w!:ite men 
reportecl :na~;:ing"moonohine"whislcey and sellin5 it. to ~ratives 
as well as white men. C:msiderable of drin~in5 ·e;oine; on 
at H-:>t Springs. One native near :Juc:e..~ Cree!\. is said to 
mc.l:::e .whiskey and sell it to natives. Host of this native's 
v.rhislcey is disposed o-r alone the river at Tolovana a'!.1d 
?.Unt::> Villace. I have searc't.8..:1 -tJ:>th this native' s pJ ace 
and the r:hi te ::!lens, but for ~!1e le..;:: t·:10 years, I have had 
11tt1e success. 
Coe c!1a~;:et Vi llase: - Cone it ia!1s not. ~ad, sor!!e b.eer 
hae been n.J.d.e t:-iere and one native is sci.1..d to be :na:.tinc; 
whiskey, but their is very litt1e drnn~rnnese. 
K~ntishna River Secti8n:-
A nu:::bcr of \7hi te men ha.7e been rep8rted t::> be 
rna:cine; whisJ.rny and sellinc:, to natlves. The entire river 
should be patrolled. Sarae ::>f the natives are also ma~ine 
v1hisi:e3r and beer, but, they are also scattered fron one 
of the Kan:.ishn~ River to the ot~er. I visited this sec-
tion sor:e yc.?..rs ~Z'.:O and found Eeveral stills, one belne; 
a 40 calJ::>n still, but \'i.'.lS U~a.ble to C;)nnect the ::rnnerS 
of the stills and. ofcourse :n3.de no a.r:r"3sts. 
l 
2 
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Kuslrnkwim River Section: -
Good News Bay country:- Conditions bad, the 
natives here are making sourdoueh mash, and drunkeness 
is reported t66'evernJwhere; their is also several white 
men eaid to have stills and thev sell to the natives 
"' and trac.e the w~iskey to them for fur etc. 
Bethel:- Conditions eood. A few white men are 
claimed to be r.laidne: v1his~;:ey for sale. 
_ Akiak:- Conditions a~ong the natives are pretty 
c;ood, h:raever so;:ie two or three white men have been 
reported to be distllline whiskey, and their ls times 
when so!'!le of the natives have ~:.'1own to be drunk. 
Ohoe::)I:iute and up stream to r.:cGrath, all of the 
natives, are reported to be a drunA:en bunch. Sour:ioue;h 
mash, is what the natives are oakinc and drin~inc. The 
still outfits are found around i.:cGr·:tth and Tacotna, which 
are in the hands of the white cian, some of this liquor 
I am told is sold and traded t~ natives. 
Durine the fiscal year just ended I have 
traveled by railroad, steamer, gasoline launch, horse 
team, dog team, row boat and by foot .·miles:; investl-
sated more than 200 cases in connection with the liquor 
traffic, made arrests, procurred ·convictions, 
paying fines, with jail sentences, as?essed fines 
a3eregatinc so~e $ total ti~e served by all pris-
oners combined years, seized illlclt stills, about 
e;allona "moonshine 11 wl:is:rny to0ether wl th quani ties Jf 
mash for the r.ianuf acture C>f whis irny; all of which was 
destroyed after trial and conviction of each case. 
The fo~lowlng are the names of persons arrested 
by me, showine; fines and jail sentences imposed on the:n 
curing the fiscal year ended June 30, 1930. 
Joe John,(Indian) Tanana, Alaska, arrested 
July 5th, for v lo1ating the AJ asl-:a Dry Law, convicted 
July 6th, fined 350.00 which he paid. 
Ui~e Nicolai, Tanana, ~las~a, also a native, 
arrested JuJ~T 5th, for vloJatine the Alas~a Dry Law, 
CO!WlcteC. July 6th, fined 050.00 \7hich he )aid. 
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3 Joseph Nicolai,(Native) Tanana, Alaska, arrested 
July 5th, convicted July 6th, fined $50.00 for violatin~ 
the A1aska Dry Law, fine was paid. 
4 Abra..Yiam Hu!lter, (Indian) Tanana, Alaska,. arrested 
July 5·th, for violating t:t.e AJ aska Dry Law. Sentenced 
July 6th, sentenced to 30 days in jail and to pay a fine 
of $60.00, fine was paid. 
5 Zacharia Reece, (Indian) Tan3.na, Ala-slrn, arrested. 
July 5th, convicted July 6th, sentenced to 5 days in jail 
and to pay a fine of $60.00, fine was paid. 
6 . Joe Landers, Ruby, Alaska, arrested July 23rd. 
for haveing in his posession 1, 30 gallon still set-up 
and in operation toe;ether with 10 gallons of whiskey and 
250 gallons of whiskey mash and other paraphernalia for 
the pianufacture of 11 moonsh1ne"whiskey, in violation of 
the Alasirn Dry Law, entered a plea of gull ty the same day 
of arrest and was sentenced to serve 3 mont.hs in jail. 
. . 
7 Andrew Pilot( Native) Koyukuk Station, Alasl<.a, 
arrested August 2nd, for haveing a still in his posession, 
mash and 2 qt. bottles of 11 moonshine 11 whlekey, convicted 
under the Alaska Dry Law, Au5ust 3rd, sentenced to 3 months 
in Jail.and to pay a fine of ~50.00, fine pa~d. 
8 Mathew Charles,(Native) Koyukuk Station, Alaska, 
arrested August 2, for haveing a still out complete in 
his posess i::m together with mash and "moonshine "whiskey, 
sentenced August 3, to 2 months in jail. 
9 Julius Neeolsa,(Indian), Koyukuk $tation, Alaska, 
arrested Aueust 2nd for havein5 a complete still outfit 
in his posession together with 11 moonshine 11 whiskey an9. mash, 
entered a plea of guilty under the Alaska Dry Law, Aueust 
3rd, and was sentenced to serve 60 days in jail. 
10 Sarah Yaska, (Native) Tanana, Alaska, arrested 
Septe~ber 3rd for being drunk and disorderly, fined ~10.00 
which she _::>aid. 
11 Joe John,(Indian) Tanana, Alaska, arrested Sept.3, 
f:>r being drun,\: and disorC.erely, entered a plea of euilty 
Sept. 4th, and was fined $10.00 which he paid. 
12 Oscar Emerson, Tanana, Alaska, arrested Larch 7th, 
for se11inc intoxicatine liquor to indians, tried and con-
victed sa~e day of arrest, sentenced to 4 1/3 m8nths in jail. 
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13- (}eorge Bailey, Tanana, Alaska, arrested March 7th, 
14 
for selling intoxicating extracts to natives, arraigned 
same date of arrest, entered a plea of not guilty, releaed 
on bond of $250.00 for his appearence in local court ~arch -
10th. The case was dismissed without prejudice, there being 
not sufficent evidence to warrant a jurry trial. 
2nd.Divn.--- Jake To.:;.>oleky, No'.I:e, Alaska, arrestee.. June ?3rC., 
f ~r hav ins a still complete and three ea1 lons of whi_s~ey 
in his ;ioscssion; on June ':?4th entered a p1es. of t;'..li] t~r 
°f'_?.r ~JosesE L:m and was fined $300 .00 wr ... ich he ;>aid.. 
15~ John Sweees~n, No~e, Alas~a, arrested June 0 6th, 
and Jo:tn 1!iacner 
for l°:.3.V l~::: a J a.r.:e dirt il:l e ry toEether vii th J g,r_::;e qua:ni t;:r of 
~~isKe; in the:r )oseesion, f:>un~ ~t t~~tr s~iJl h~use, which 
is 1ocat2c_ '!Jy :foJl.:>w.L:n . .:: a welJ. bI\J,._A tr~il fr)r: t~:<:.l.r 11~•.i.nt,; 
q_u..:rterS direct t,) P:S.iG etill h:l'..1Se. T:'-::.-:.s s-!:,ill ·outfit is 
aci·,:'!1,:i'.'7~e;..1~·:eC.. "':,o 'oe the 1e.r:e~t o'!' its .d:'lc'.. i:-i t!:e No~e distric-t.. 
The tri3.J. .. 8f ;vhich l:.as not co:--1e 'cl~), '.:."1l: f·..:.r:..~sr ce"':,al~e .J:;' it 
,gill .a!)P83.l~ 1:1 next :;1"e-:~Y5 bl1rin3~r 01 ... J9;1. 
rhe SU~ill3.ry Of my w:ir~ is ~S follows: 
"·,r:1·i1e!=' ... r 1 ;i 51:.0 J' _ _ u ave e1...- • . • • . . • • • • • . . . • . • . . . . • • • • •. . . .. . • • . . • • . • • . • • _,, 
.Arre 8 ts mace ............................ ~ • : •.. ~ .... -. • • • • • 16 
Co'!1.victi:>!l~ s.ec'.l.red •..............•...................... 13 
c~ses still pending •.•••.••.•..•......•.•.•.••.......•••• 2 
Persons pay int finee only............. • • • . . • . . . . . 5 
Persons paying fines with jail sentences ••••••••• : •.••••• 4 
Persona serving jail sentences only ••••••• ~.~-~ ••.••••••• 4 
Jail sentences suspended ••.•••••••••••.•..••••••••••••••• 1 
Stills seized and destroyed •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••..• 10 
Whie:.Cey seized. and deetroyed ••••..• ~ •....• _ •••.....•. ~ .••• 40 e;la. 
Mash seized and deetroyed •..••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• 1448 gls. 
whiskey seized but not destroyed....................... 52 els. 
Fines Imposed................................ . . . . . . . . . . $640 .oo 
Total Jail sentences combined ••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••. 16l mo. 
All intoxicating liquorE, mash, whiskey, stills to-
{5ether vii th the paphernalia for the manuf actHo-Mv~1:tH3f1 sarce was 
destroyed at time of seizure or after trial/and or eacn case. 
The Sttedeman and Wagner case's are pendine in court, therefore, 
all evidence is bein~ held. All of wh~c-h 1 . r_eEpec.tfully 
submitted. _ -~ ~~ 
v' '9>-W~ 
Special Off leer. I" // \ ~· 
TERRITORY OF ALASKA 
Suppression of the Liquor Traffic in Alaska 
Tanana, Alaska, 
July 1, 1933. 
Hon. John w. Troy 
Governor of Alaska 
Juneau,. Alaska 
Dear Sir: 
I have the honor to submit to you an annual report of 
my activities and findings as special officer for the sup-
pression of the liquor traffic among the Natives in Alaska, 
showing conditions effecting the Fourth and Second Divis-
ions for the riscal year ending June 30th 1933. Also as a, 
special Agent. · . ' · 
The·following is a report of the liquor situation 
and drunkenness among the natives in the districts that I 
have visited, obtained through correspondence or by persons 
whom I met and conversed with. 
Conditions Kantishna River 
I have not visited the Kantishna River district for a. 
number of years, but in talking to a number of white men 
that are trapping in that district, I would say that condit-
ions as to the liquor situation among the Natives, are quite 
good, everything considered, however there are a number of 
illicit stills operated by white men living on the F.antishna 
and one or two of them have been reported as selling "moonshine" 
whiskey to the Natives - no drunkenness among the Natives, have 
beeu reported to me from this district this year. 
Nenana River Section 
Kobe and along the Alaska R. R. to McKinley Park: 
White men operate distilleries in a small way, one outfit was 
reported to be operating in the vicinity of Kobe Station, sect~ 
ion, two at Healy, another near the Healy coaJ mine's and two 
or three in and around llcKinley Park district - some of this 
liquor I am told does reach the Indians. 
Tanana River Country 
Nenana:- Illicit distilleries are being operated here by 
the white men and all of them sell to the natives. Conditions 
for drunkenness among the Indians has always been bad enough 
here, and when the Natives have money, they can always buy in-
toxicating liquors from the bootleggers - about two of the 
natives in this district is said to operate illicit stills at 
times, but none of the natives are said to be selling it. 
·kinto Village:- Conditions are not bad here, however, 
all of the Incians, will get drunk when ever they have enouoh 
of money to buy from the white man. 
( 2) 
Tanana ~iver continued 
Minto Village continued:- The culk of the liquors drank by the 
natives here, comes from Nenana, where they buy it and trade 
their fur to the white men bootleggers. Infact Nenana is quite 
a sourae of supply for the natives to buy and trade for intoxi-
cating liquors. 3ome of this liquor reaches the natives for 
some forty miles up the T~ana ~iver, takine in Wood ~iver Vil-
lage, and do mi stream to the m()uth of the Kan ti shna :ti ver - the 
Chena Village Indians buy their whiskey and beer rrom FairbanAs. 
Tolovana:- No Indians here to speak of and what liquor 
they get, 1s claimed to come from Nenana. Dugan Creek. one native 
operate~ still near here, but is now in jail racing ter~ in pen-
itentiary, however, some liquor from Hot 3prings finds its way to 
most of the camps a1ong tne Tanana. 
Hot 3prings:-(Manley) Ever since the marshal's office nas 
been discontinued at this place, distilleries and. white men boot-
leggers are doing lots of "tusiness - I destroyed two large "mo~n- . 
shine'plants here last fall - my previous reports will show that 
in the past that l have arrested and convicted most of tnese fel-
lows, but they will not quit - Indians can buy liquor from them, 
and they do - several persJns here turned todeath in their cabins, 
while others froze tod.ea~h rrom drlnKlng whiskey bought from these 
bootleggers.- my ID.'.)Vemen~s last fall was~rushed to the men in 
their distilleries, before I could reach them. 
Totty:- Just one white man operating still here, I got his 
distillery last f a11, but missed getting him, as he too was no-
tified ty phone - his whiskey, lots of it reaches the Indians -
some years ago I picked him up in nis distillery - he was fined 
$500.00 which he paid. 
Coscr.acket Village:- Natives buy their liquor from Hot 
Springs - some teer made here by the natives, tut on a small scale. 
The Yukon ~iver 
Eagle:- Conditions are very good, no liq.uor vioJations 
among the natives reported here. 
Circle:- Condi tious fair, aorGe teer made and one native 
said to operate still once in a while, whiJe on trap line - some 
intoxicating liquor reported to reach the ludians nere over the 
3teese Highway from ?airtanks. 
?ort Yukon:- ConditiJns not so good here, the natives are 
making teer and some whiskey, and a number of the white men oper-
ate stills, some give to natives while othera sell it to them - a 
good ti!!le and about the only one is to pick them up out on their 
trap lines, thats tbe time they distill whiskey - some or the 
natives make intoxicating liquor in their fish ca~ps - useless to 
try t~, eaten them right a~ter 'the ice goes out in tr.e ap~iu.g. 
one 1--lcit still de3troyed here. 
( 3) 
Yukon River, continued 
White Eye:- It is said that whiskey is made here at 
times by a white man· and sold in Fort Yukon, I looked the 
camp over here last spring, but found nothing in the way 
of any intoxicating liquors or no s~gns of any liquor be-
ing made on the premises. 
Beaver:- Moonshine whiskey ls said to be made here 
in a small way at times~ both by the Indians and about 
two white men, however, there has not been much drunkenness 
reported in this district. 
King Slough Village:- Small Village of Natives lives 
here, no drunkenness reported at this place and there is 
no violations around YDose Island committed, in the way of 
intoxicating liquors being made or sold. 
Stephen's Village: - There ls both "moonshine " whiskey 
and intoxicating beer made at this place by the Natives, and 
at times there is quite a bit of drunken natives - it is a 
hard place to get in to, as lt is so far away by itself, and 
to get there, when the natives has the liguor or on a drunk, 
is another thing, that is not easy to _do. (Two stills destroyed) 
Rampart:- Conditions are pretty good, however there 
1.s about one white man that. makes whiskey. sometimes and 
abou~ two or three natives and half blood natives that operate 
stills or makes beer, but it is ·reported to be on rather a 
tame order and no big drunken parties. 
Tanana:- Some beer made here among the white men and the 
natives can buy it from them, also some "moonshine" whiskey is 
made during the freeze-up and when the ice is ·running, down 
stream from Tanana, in or around Grant Creek and Kallands - 3 
arrests and convictions here this winter - one for beer and the 
other two for "moonshine" whisL:ey violations (white men) but 
convicted for selling anfl giving intoxicating liquor to India~s. 
Rather the giving of intoxicants to a Native, was a bind over 
case to the Grand Jury. 
Kokrines:- Is noted for quite a drunke~ place, made four 
arrests here last su!Ililler and had four convictions, one still 
outfit destroyed here - the natives here operate stills and make 
malt syrup beer and get drunk and fight among each other. Since 
· these arrests conditions are said to be much better. 
Ruby:- Conditions not so good, yet it is much better than 
Kokrlnes, 1 large still o utfit destroyed here on my last summer's 
trip of the Yllicon - no arrest made - no one with outf lt. 
( 4) 
Galena:- Conditions not so good here, but it is not so 
very bad eitber, however I stopped twice at this Village up 
a~d on my down river trip last summer and I found no liquor 
violations at that time, of course, the natives at least a 
part of them make "rooonshine" whiskey and beer during the 
year and get on big drunks, but they try to have none around 
that an officer can find if they can help it. 
Koyukuk Village:- Conditions not good;- many of the Nat-
ives manufacture "moonshine" whiskey and make beer, and they 
are-well known here as a drunken bunch of Indians. One Indian 
arrested here and convicted for manufacturing liquor and po-
aession of intoxicating liquor. 
Nulato: - Condi tlons not good, there la both "moonshine" 
whiskey and beer manufactured and sold here - the Indians a 
great many of them manufacture liquors and get drunk, and the 
Jail usually has a native prisoner or two locked up in its 
cells, seldom ls it empty. 
Kaltag:- Conditions bad, the natives here have stills, 
make whiskey and beer - they are a drunken lot of Indians, of 
course not all the time, but a greatdeal of their time. 
Anvik:- Conditions, pretty good so far as drunkenness 
among the Indians are concerned - it is at this point where 
the Shageluk Indians come out to the Yukon River to fish in the 
summer time, and they are a bad degenerated drun~en lot of In-
dians. The time to get these fellows is v1hen tLuy are f 1sh1ng 
on the Yukon River, or Just before they go out trapping and 
hunting in the Fall, or after they come in from ratting in the 
spring in the Villages Holiikachacket and Shageluk, on the In-
noka River. (usually spoken of as the Shagel~k Slough) _ 
Holy Cross:- Conditions good, however, one 30 gall~n 
still ls said to be operated at times near Roly Cross on the 
Yukon River below Holy Cross - a white man is said to be the 
owner. Ee is marled to a native woman. 
Russ ion :~iss1on: .. T:ie start of the 2nd, Division. Con-
. ditions are very good, none of the ~atives are said t:> be ma."'1-
uracturing any 1ntox1cat1ng liquors of any kind soever, and 
there are no drunkenness there. 
~.:arshal: - There is said to be some beer and whiskey both 
made by the natives and whites in this vicinity, eo it has been 
reported to me oy white men also natives. 
( 5) 
Yukon River 2nd Division, cont. 
The Villages around the South mouth of the Yukon and 
at Old Hamilton and vicinity and all along the Yukon from 
Marshal down in the fish camps of the Natives, it is a known 
fact that the natives are manufactureing a sourdough-mash and 
much drunkenness prevail among them, most of the time - some 
white men are said to operate stills and manufacture "moonshine" 
whiskey. and one man at least is said to be selling vihiskey to 
the natives both for cash and their fur. This part of the 
Yukon River should b.e looked over for liquors and stills this 
summer or fall, a~ytime before the fishing season ends. 
St. Michaels:- Some sourdough mash is made here and drank 
by the Natives, and some drunkenness is in evidence at times. 
however, it is not so bad ae at the South Mouth of the Yukon ar 
around Hamilton and vicinity. 
The Nome and Behring Sea District:- The white men here 
are traffick~ng heavy with intoxicating liquors among the In-
dians and Eskimos, infact the bootleggers are very numerous all 
over this country, and most of the liquor that the natives con-
sumes comes from the. white man bootlegger - a few of the nat-
ives make some intoxicating liquors, but they buy most of it, 
at least that is my observation of the matter. 
Kuskokwim River 
Stoney River Village:- Conditions not g~oci~ one white 
man is said to be making here and selling to the Natives, and 
m~st of the Indians are making a sourdough mash and much drunk-
enness prevails in and around this village. 
Sleetmute:- Conditions not good, lots of Natives manu-
facturing sourdough mash and much drun~enness prevails in and 
this village - no white man operating stills at this place. 
Napamute:- Conditions not good in this Village or in the 
vicinity of Napamute - sourdough mash is the principal drink 
all along on the Kuskokwim River by the Natives. 
Ohogomute:- Conditions not good. all or nearly all of 
the natives make sourdough mash and hold drun~en parties, at 
their fish camps. One arrest made here. 
Aniak Village:- Lota of sourdough mash made here and 
drank by the Natives, conditions not good. Two arrests made 
here, which was of the worst offenders. 
Tulaksak Village:- Conditions quite good, very little 
drunkenness among the Natives in this village. 
( 6) 
Kuskukwim River 
Akiak Village:- Conditions, very good, so far as any 
manufacturing of intoxicating liquors are concerned by the 
Eskimos and Indians. but there are about two white men in 
this section that makes ''moonshine-" whiskey, and some of 
this whiskey gets to the natives. 
Akiakchok Village:- Conditions very good, no intoxicat-
ing liquor made or drank here. 
Bethel:- Conditions good, no intoxicating.liquor made 
or drank here by the natives, and I know of no white man 
manufacturing liquor or selling intoxicating liquors. 
Kokuk Village and around mouth of KuskoAwim River:- Con-
ditions not good, practically all of the Natives(Eskimos) man-
ufacture intoxicating sourdough mash and are v.ery much of a 
drunken degraded bunch of natives - made one arrest here. 
Good News Bay country: - Lots of Eskimos· and lots of drunken-
ness from drinking sourdough mash - conditions are said to be 
very bad in this section clear around to Nushagak, which is of 
course getting into the Third Division. This section of the Koy-
ukuk, rather Kuskokwim River, sha~ld be by.all means visited 
this summer and well run· out for intoxicants.· · 
During the f'iscal year Just ended I have traveled by rail-
road, steamer, airplane, automo·oile, horaes, gas boat aud by foot 
5167 miles, inveatigated over .200 cased in connecti~n with vio-
lation of Liquor traffic among the Natives and m.1scellananeou3 in-
vestigations aloug the Alaska. ~ilroa.d, made 11 arrests, procured 
10 convictions, having 1 case bouud over to. Grand Jury, 7 with jail 
senteuces, 3 paying fin es, aggre5atinc; 30 me $400 .oo, total J ai 1 
sentences, 1 year, 1 mHt.hs aud teu days, se1 zed aud destroyed 12 
illicit stills together with intoxicating liquors and mash and all 
paraphernalia for the manufactureine; of intoxicating liquors, 
where fou."1d, or after trial arid conviction of each case - liquor 
V7hen used f'or evidence, \7as stored with the marshal's for safety. 
The following are the names of persons arrested by me, 
showing fines and jail sentences imposed on them during the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 1933. 
1 No.66 Julius Negolsa, (Native) arrested July 8, 1932 
at fish camp, resident Koyukuk Village, Post Office, N~lato, 
A1aaka, tried and convicted July 8, at Nulato, before Geo.T. 
Towne, U. s. Commissioner, sentenced to 6 months in Federal 
Jail at Nulato, crippled iu nip, wal1rn lame, age arouud 50 
years - t.te cnarge was mauuf acture. A1 a:> selling to Indians. 
(7) 
~ Kyogau, (Esi{imo) arrested July 24, 1932, at flan 
camp at Kokuk, A1aska, for_poseas1on of intoxicating liquor 
and for oeiug drunk and disorderly, Kokuk, is at tne Mouth 
or tne Kuskokw1m River. Tried and convicted at Bethel Alaska., 
before U. s. Commissioner, C. M. Link, July 25tn, sentenced 
to 50 days in tne Federal J ai1 at Betnel Alaska. Age aoout 
27 years o1d, short bui1t, about 5 ft. 4 inches tall and weighed 
about 150 pounds. 
3 No. 96 Alexy Danjarak,(Native Indian) Aniak, Alaska, 
Kuskokwim River, arrested at his fish camp on August 5th, 1932, 
by warrant of arrest, charged with posession of intoxicating 
liquor and drunk and disorder·ly, tried and convicted before Geo. 
Morgan, u. S. Commissioner, on same day of arrest at·Kalskak, 
Alaska, sentenced to 50 days in tl:e Federal J all at Bethel,Ala.Ska. 
. . 
4 No.97 Kereala. Ekumkaksluk,(Indian) Aniak, Alas~a, Kus-
kokwim River, arrested August 5th, 1932, at his fish camp, by 
warrant of arrest, charged with posesslon of intoxicating liquor 
and for being drunk and disorderly, tried same day of arrest be~ore 
George Morgan U. S. Commission.er, at _Kalskak, Alas.ca, convicted 
and sentenced to pay a fine of $100.00 which he paid. 
5 No 292 Basil Cleaver, Kokrlnes, A1aaka, arrested 
September 3, 1932, on the Yukon River, for violation of the Bone 
Dry Law, tried and convicted sa..me day of arrest, before Wm. N. 
Growden, ·u. S. Commlss loner, Ruby, AJ aska, sentenced to serve 
30 days in the Federal Jail at Ruby, Alaska. Native Indian, tall 
goes lame, slender, smooth shaved, age 41 years. 
6 No. 293 James Johnson,(Indian) Kokrinea, Alaska, arrested 
September 3, 1932, at Kokrlnes, for violating -the Alaska ·Bone 
Dry law, tried and convicted same day of arrest before u. S. Com· 
missioner, Wm. N. Growden, Ruby, Alaska, sentenced to serve 30 
days in the Federal Jail at Ruby, Alaska.. Age 23 years. 
7 No. 294 Moses Williams, Native Indian of Kokrinea Alaska, 
arrested September 3, 1932 for violating the Alaska Dry Law, tried 
and convicted same day before U. S. Commissioner, Wm. N. Growden, 
Ruby, Alaska, sentenced to 30 days in Federal Jail at Ruby, Alas~a, 
age 26 years. · 
8 No.295 Evan Hard.luck, Kokrl~es, Alaska, (Indian) arrested 
September 2nd, 1932, for having illicit still outfit· in his po-
aession, whisl£ey and alcoholic mash for the manufacture of "moon-
shine" whiskey, tried and convicted before Wm. N. Growden, U. s. 
Commissioner, at Ruby, Alaska, for vioJating the A1as~a Bone Dry 
Law and was sentenced to serve five(5) months in the Federal 
Jail at Ruby, Alaska. 
( 8) 
9 No 42, Paul Fremming, Tanana, Alaska, was arrested 
here first on January 27th, for vioJ.ation of the Alaska Bone 
Dry Law; being Case No.41, which was dismissed and Case No.42 
filed under Chapter 51 of the Session Laws of Alaska 1915 was 
entered against him in U. S. Commissioners Court, and on Feb-
ruary 1, 1933, Paul Fromming was again arrested and tried on 
the same day of arrest in Commissioners Court, Jessie M. How-
ard, U. S. Commissioner, by a Jury, which resulted in a hung 
jury, 10 to 2 in favor of conviction - not being enough tal-
isman in the district for a second trial, the u. s. Attorney 
of Fairbanks, Julian A. Hurley, ordered that the case be held 
and not dismissed, but to re.arrest Paul Frpmming and file a-
nother charge against him under Chapter 2022 Compiled Laws 
of Alaska, and bind him over to the. Grand Jury, which was done 
on February 10th, 1933, ~nder bond of $1000.00 for appearance 
before said Grand Jury sometime next spring - t~ia Case was 
No. 43 - A. G. Vachon and George Lindsay was Fromming's bonds-
men. It will be noticed that there has been three arrests in 
all, and that I am making one Case only out of 1t - one of 
these charges will be dropped against Paul Frommlng in Fair-
banks, by the U.S. Attorney, before tne case· comes up in 
court. Paul From.ming, ls accused by John Larson, husband of 
Lucy Larson, a full blood Indian woman, of giving his wife, 
Lucy, intoxicating liquor to drink and getting her drunk on 
the evening of January 27th, 1933- I had Mr. Larson file the 
complaint against Paul Fromming and had S. E. Heeter, u. S. 
Deputy Marshal, serve the warrant, in order that I myself could 
legally prosecute the case, which I done. Paul Fromming served 
a year in the Federal Jail in the Second Division for violating 
the liquor laws, and later shot and killed two white men at 
Anchorage in his own house, for which he was acquitted by a Jury. 
Frommlng has taken out his first Citizenship papers. He should 
never be allowed to get his Second papers - he's a bad actor and 
should be deported. 
10 No.45 George Bailey, Tanana, Alaska arrested at Tanana 
for posession of over 5 gallons of "moonshine!' whiskey found in 
his place of business, under search warrant on March 18th, 1933 
tried same day before U~ S. Commissioner, Jessie M. Howard, 
entered a plea of guilty, and was fined $150.00 which he paid. 
11 George Lindsay, Tanana, Alaska, arrested ~;;:arch 18th 
1933, for posession of intoxicating liquor, which was found in 
t~e pool hall, cigars and soft drink place, owned by himself 
a~d George Bailey , entered a plea of guilty same day of arrest · 
for posession of "rroonshine" whiskey, before Jessie u.. Howard, 
U. S. Commissioner at Tanana, Alas~a, and was fined $150.00 
which he paid. 
{9) 
During the n:onth or June, I was assiened to 
miscellananeous investigations alone the Alaska Ra.ilr:>ad 
by J. A. Ramsey, Special Agent in Char3e of the Division 
of Investigations, Anchorage, Alaska. .?or the 1 aree number 
of' employees, from Seward to Fairbanks, eployed -Py this -
railroad, I must say that I fo 1.md conditions very good, taking 
it as a whole, fro!ll one end to the other of the Railroad. 
The summary of my work is as follows: 
Miles traveled, ••••.•••••••••••••••.•••.•..•.••.••.•••• 51b7 
Amount or fines collected, ••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••• ~400, 
Arrests made,.~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
.Convictions secured,................................... 10 
Cases bound over to grand jury,........................ 1 
Cases still pendind in District Court,................. 1 
. Persons serving Jail sentences only,................... 7 
Persons paying fine only,.............................. 3 
Cases lost, •••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••.•...•...•..••• None 
Number of stills seized and destroyed, ••••••••••••••••• 12 
All intoxicating liquors, mash, paraphernalia for 
the manuf"acture of intoxicating liquors together with stills, 
were either destroyed a.t the time of seizure or after trial 
and conviction of each case or was turned over. to the deputy 
u. s. marshal f"or safe keeklng or to be held by him, while 
securing ad1t1onal evidence etc. All of which ls respect-
f"ully submitted. 
3pec1al Agent. 
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read the complaint to B.O. made by city 
(about) going into show hall while drinking. 
sled loads of wood for the community hall. 
days to pay his fine. He was told by the 
to go in public place while drinking. 
chief pol ice 
He was fined 
He was given 
city council 
March 31, 1965 
City Council Meeting Time 7:20 P.M. 
1. P.M. read the complaint by 
against T.K. getting into 
Date March 5, 1965. 
A.K. city police. Complaint 
L.I.'s house while drunk. 
2. P.M. read the complaint made by C.H. against T.K. going 
into bath while drunk. Dated March 6, 1965. 
3. P.M. ask L.I. and C.H. if the complaint against T.K. if the 
complaint was true. P.M. ask J.P. and L.I. if the complaint 
is correct. They stated the complaint was correct. 
4. P.M. ask T.K. if he had anything to say. 
nothing to say. 
T.K. said he got 
5. T.K. was fined on two charges. First offense $10.00. 
Second offense $20.00 for drinking in Public Place. T.K. 
was given ten days to pay his fine. He said he got no 
money to pay his fine. He was told to get six loads of 
wood for the community hall or pay his fine if he got 
the money inside ten days. T. K. was told by City Council 
to think of his kids before he starts drinking. 
The second business was cases No. 64-4-1 ·and No. 64-4-2. 
These two cases were taken together because they were related. 
Case No. 64-4-1: 
Mrs. T. charged for disorderly conduct in a public by J.J., 
Chief of City Police. L.I. read the complaint and asked Mrs. T. 
if it was true. She said it was true. J.J. then [related] the 
facts and the condition of the offender to the council and went 
on to explain the conditions and the situation of P.H.'s case 
which is connected to Mrs. T.'s. 
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Case No. 64-4-2: 
p. H. was also charged of appearing in a public place while 
drunk by J.J. P.H. admitted his guilt as charged. 
After hearing the evidence from both cases, the council 
charged Mrs. T. and P.H. of Disorderly Conduct in a Public Place. 
Both were fined $10.00 for 1st offense. 
warning, both cases were closed. 
City Council Meeting 
April 1, 1964 {cont'd) 
After words of 
The third business was another case brought before the 
council by J.J., Chief of City Police. 
Case No. 64-4-3 
Complaint of J .J. against I. P. for appeaning in a public 
place while intoxicated. 
L. I. read the complaint and asked the subject if the charge 
was true. I.P. admitted the truth of the complaint but denied 
seeing J.J. J.J. related the facts and the condition of I.P. to 
the council. After hearing the evidence, I. P. was charged of 
being guilty of appearing in a public place while drunk. He was 
fined $10.00 for 1st offense. The case was closed and booked. 
To avoid any complications in the files, the council decided 
to consider all violations of the law as 1st offenses as of 
today, April 1, 1964. 
The next meeting was scheduled for April 3, 1964. 
The meeting adjourned at 10:32 p.m. 
Police report 
April 4, 1964; 10:28 a.m. 
C.H. reported that A.M. told C.H. that he was going to make a 
bang when I came around his place with a 12 guage short gun. He 
saw two shot gun shells {plastic) on the table with a pump gun 12 
gauge on the floor. This was on April 2nd, 1964. 5 p.m. Mr. M 
was feeling good. 
He came to warn me because he was afraid this person might 
carry out his intentions. 
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City Council Meeting 
April 4, 1964 
A case classified as Case No. 64-4-4 was brought before the 
council for a hearing. C.H. reported that A.M., while intoxi-
cated had threatened to shoot J.J. with a 12 ga. shot gun. The 
witness, C.H., claims that she saw the gun and the shell in the 
house of the accused, and heard A. say that he was waiting for a 
chance to see J. J. After hearing the story and listened to the 
evidence, the council charged A.M. of being guilty of 
Misdemeanor and fined $20.00 for second offense. The enormity of 
the case caused A.M. to be fined as for a second offense. 
*A. was not charged of Felony since he was not in a normal 
state of mind and he didn't carry out his threat and was never 
seen with the weapon in his hands. 
L.I. and F.K. and D.R. warned and advised A.M. J.J., also, 
warned A.M. that this is his last chance. With that the case was 
closed and filed. The meeting adjourned at 1:05 p.m. 
October 18, 1966 
A. B. came in to us at 9: 15 drunk on the evening of October 
17. I was sleeping but was awaken when he came in. I got up to 
see who came in with all that racket, it was A.B. He complained 
why I always bother his wife. I told him I never bother his 
wife, except when he's around just to make them laugh. I told 
him to get out and stay out when he's drunk like that. He got 
hold of me and beat me up in my house. I wasn't able to get away 
from him. He broke two window panes also. After he got through 
with me, he grab my wife telling her he's going to throw her at 
me, but my wife push him and got away from him. At first he hit 
me with his fist, I was knocked out. I don't exactly how long he 
beat me up. When I come to I had enough strength so I got up and 
stayed away from him, ciJ?cling the two bedrooms. He fell down 
and passed out. So I 1 ie down to my bed exhausted. Result of 
the fight, I was all bruised up in my back and on my left arm. 




City Council meeting -- (no date attached) 
1. Mr. and Mrs. C.R. were questioned by the City Council 
PJ?esident J.B.C. All the information written corresponds to 
Mr. R.'s story. 
2. J.G. was told to tell his side of story of what happened 
during the general meeting. He stated that he drank from 
C. B. and he passed out before he went home. He came to 
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3. 
his senses in his house and he passed out again. The 
next day his wife told him that City Police took him home. 
City Pol ice was called 
found that this was his 
to pay up since he did 
$20.00. 
in to his records on J .G. It was 
2nd offense. He was given 10 days 
not have money at present. Fined 
4. It was considered that he broke ordinance #le. 
1-11-65 Meeting open 10:15 p.m. in School house 
Meeting with Trooper S. 
All council present except M.M. Few general public around. 
1. The case against F.L. vs. N.L. was taken care of by 
Trooper S. 
2. Trooper take care of S. and M.A. vs. P.H. and P.Y. for 
breaking into M.D.'s house, with broken lock, and gave 
P.Y. 45 days sweeping up the school house floors. P.H. 
drunk toni te, unable to prove with what intent he entered 
M.D. house, so can't prosecute, but keep eye on him to 
see if he cause any trouble. Council to warn him on next 
meeting. 
3. Trooper took care of the case between P.W. vs. A.K. 12-25 
(city police) and charged with disorderly conduct and 
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